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BALTIMORE NEIGHBORHOOD COLLABORATIVE 
TRAINING OUTLINE 
SESSION #2: BUILDING LEADERSHIP AND BUILDING COMMUNITY 

GOAL: 
To introduce participants to the ideas and of and approaches to leadership development and 
community building. 

OBJECTIVES: 
1. To assist participants to develop a working definition of community leadership. 
2. To assist participants to understand the personal characteristics and the environmental factors 

that affect the leadership development process. 
3. To assist participants to understand their own leadership style and how it connects with others. 
4. To assist participants to understand some of the dynamics between leaders and followers. 
5. To assist participants to use what they have learned to work effectively with different types of 

leaders and to understand the organizer role in relation to leaders. 
6. To introduce participants to several local examples of community building. 
7. To assist participants to develop their own working definition of community building. 
8. To assist participants to identify the chief factors supporting community building and the chief 

factors impeding it. 
9. To assist participants to acquire attitudes, knowledge and skills which contribute to 

community building. 

ANTICIPATED OUTCOMES/COMPETENCIES: 
1. Participants will be able to identify their own leadership attributes and the leadership attributes 

of others. 
2. Participants will be able to describe the dynamics between leaders an followers in terms that 

they might use in their communities. 
3. Participants will be able to point to several local examples of community building and explain 

how they came about. 
4. Participants will be able to identify several community building activities that they can put into 

action in their neighborhoods. 
5. Participants will be able to identify several obstacles to community building in their 

neighborhoods and will have several ideas of ways to deal with them. 



CURRICULUM OUTLINE 
9:00 Registration, pick up materials, meet others 

9:30 Welcome and Introductions 
Circle name game 

10:00 What is leadership? 
Brainstorm all the characteristics you want in the ideal community leader. Continue for 

3-4 pages of flip chart paper. Put them up. Ask how many in the room are willing to say they 
meet all the characteristics listed? Begin discussion with the dangers of idealizing leaders and 
offer the following definition of leadership. "Any act which helps the group achieve its goals or 
to build or maintain itself." Discus the various ways people demonstrate acts of leadership. 

Do lecturette on different theories of leadership, the dynamics between leaders and 
followers, and the relationship of leaders to the different needs and stages of development of the 
organization as well as the relationship of leadership to the environment [paradigm shifts]. 

Q&A. Discuss examples of leaders that participants have worked with. Best and worst. 

10:40 break 

10:50 What is my leadership style? 
Go through leadership profile. Describe/explain. 
Discuss applicability to work with others. How you will identify other styles. 

12: 15 lunch 

12:30 Lunch Panel: Examples of Community Building 
Village Learning Place 
Operation Reach Out South West 
Bel Air Edison 
Abell -
Others? 

1 :30 What is community? 



CESAR CHAVEZ: LEADER AS ORGANIZER 
Ed Schwartz 

A. Foundations 

In an article in Playboy Magazine in January, 1970, Cesar 
Chavez observed that, "Nothing is going to happen until we, the 
poor can generate our own political and economic power. Such a 
statement might seem radical, but it shouldn't."(l )For Chavez, 
the statement represented more than an obligatory call to the 
barricades. It summed up his strategy, his way of proceeding, a 
way that distinguishes him from virtually every major movement 
leader of the past generatlon. 

Martin Luther King, Jr. exemplified the leader as prophet; 
Cesar Chavez shows us the leader as organizer. To be sure, there 
are similarities between the two men. Both emerged from 
dispossessed minorities. Both succeeded in mobilizing non-violent 
movements for social and economic justice. Both espoused 
and practiced non-violence--indeed, Chavez may be America's 
leading practitioner of non-violence today. Both understood the 
importance of winning support for their demands from other groups 
in the population--churches, labor unions, liberals, elected 
officials. Most significant, both grounded their movements 
in civic and religious ideals widely shared by the general 
population. 

These similarities should not obscure the important 
differences between them, however. King, the prophet, stands in 
the tradition of Moses; Chavez, the organizer, reflects the 
tradition of David. The prophet is satisfied when the people 
listen and respond. The organizer is content only when the 
people come together within a permanent organization. The prophet 
addresses large numbers at a time; the organizer works with small 
groups until they can work together. The prophet demands the 
center of the stage. The organizer frequently remains in the 
background. These are the obvious points of contrast between the 
two men. 

To Reverend King, the message, the demands were the goal. Of 
course, popularizing the issues required mobilizing people in 
their behalf, but a movement was only a means to an end. Once one 
cause was won, a new movement would be built to fight for the 
next one. Organization building was simply not his kind of 
architecture. He designed philosophies, strategies, not con
stitutions and by-laws. His personal legacy remains, of course: 
but significantly, the Southern Christian Leadershin Council 
barely survives. 

Chavez, by contrast, hopes to leave the United Farmworkers 
of America as his major legacy. His private work, compared to 
King's is minimal. We can think of no Chavez speech comparable to 
"I Have a Dream"; no Chavez book comparable to Why We Can't Wait. 
What Chavez believes apart from the issues of his own movement is 
unknown. The movement itself, the organization, the Farmworkers 
is what we know about Chavez, because this is what he wants us to 
know. 

Chavez' earliest political education grew out of his 
religious convictions. As a young man in San Jose, he attached 
himself to a barrio priest, Father Donald McDonnell, who mixed 
discussions of social justice with stories from the history of 
the labor movement. It is Father McDonltell, in fact, who 
must stand as Chavez' main teacher. A graduate of St. Patrick's 
Seminary in Menlo Park, California, the priest had resolved to 
apply the principles of justice in Rerum Novarum (Pope Leo XIII) 
and Quadragessimo Anno to the problems of the farmworkers. Joan 
London and Henry Anderson, two chroniclers of the farmworkers, 
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describe his encounter with Chavez as perhaps the most im
portant single meeting in the history of the farm labor movement. 

Chavez is no less enthusiastic: 

Father McDonnell sat with me past midnight telling me about 
social justice and the Church's stand on farm labor and 
reading from the encyclicals of Pope Leo XIII in which he 
upheld labor unions. I would do anything to get the Father 
to tell me more about labor history. I began going to the 
bracero camps with him to help with Mass, to the city jail 
to talk with prisoners, anything to be with Elim. (3.) 

Father McDonnell later recommended Chavez to the second person 
who would influence him--Fred Ross. 

Ross was legendary in organizing circles for piecing together 
community organizations from house meetings held throughout a 
neighborhood. In 1951, he was working in San Jose to establish a 
conununity service organization under the auspices of Saul 
Alinsky. At Father McDonnell's suggestion, he persuaded 
Chavez to hold such a house meeting. Though skeptical at first, 
the meeting convinced Chavez. As he recalled it several years 
later: 

So he (Ross) came in and sat down and began to talk about 
farm workers, and then he took on the police and the 
politicians, not rabble-rousing either, but saying the 
truth. He knew the problems as well as we did; he wasn't 
confused about the problems like so many people who want to 
help the poor. He talked about the CSO and then the famous 
Bloody Christmas a few years before, when some drunken cops 
beat up some Mexican prisoners down in L.A. I didn't know 
what CSO was or who this guy Fred Ross was, but I knew about 
the Bloody Christmas case, and so did everybody in that 
room; some cops had actually been sent to jail for 
brutality, and it turned out that this miracle was thanks to 
the CSO. 

He did such a good job of explaSning how poor people could 
build power that I could even taste it. I could feel it. I 
thought, Gee, it's like digging a hole; there's nothiny 
really complicated about it! ... You see, Fred was already an 
organizer when Alinsky hired him. I guess some of his 
theories came from Alinsky, but I learned everything 
from Fred. It was Fred who developed this technique of house 
meetings --Alinsky had never used them. 

Anyway, I walked out with him to his car and thanked him for 
coming, and then I kind of wanted to know--well, what next? 
He said, "Well, I have another meeting, and I don't suppose 
you'd like to come? I said "Oh, yes, I would." I told the 
others I'd be right back and I got in his car and went with 
him, and that was it. (4.) 

Thus, the two most important influences on Chavez gave him the 
political distance from his community that he needed to change 
it. From Father McDonnell, he acquired an understanding of social 
justice and labor history that reinforced his native religious 
and civic idealism. From Fred Ross, he learned how to turn tight 
barrio neighborhoods into instruments of power, then how to 
translate the conunon values and concerns of migrant workers into 
organized conununities. This personal synthesis explains the 
political hybrid that Chavez has since tried to create--between 
the tactics of economic power and the philosophy of non-violence; 
between a bread-and-butter union and a moral crusade. 
Interestingly enough, it is an amalgam that defies the 
conventions of its own separate parts. Modern organizers don't 
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often moralize, and it is still the rare church that 
works to mobilize an economic movement. 

To achieve this synthesis, Chavez has had to cultivate a unique 
style of political leadership-one that also eludes conventional 
analysis. How can a man become a leader in modern America who is 
neither a great speaker, nor an artful infighter, nor a brilliant 
administrator? How can a person who often stays inside a crowd 
end up at its head? In Chavez' case, the answer lies in both his 
personal approach to the movement and in his ability to blend 
various traditions in its behalf. Six themes come to mind-
intimacy, example and sacrifice; continuity, conflict, and 
participation. 

To understand Chavez, we must analyze how these themes reinforce 
one another. 

B. INTIMACY, EXAMPLE, SACRIFICE 

"The main thing in convincing someone," Chavez commented in an 
article in Ramparts in 1966, "is to spend time with him. 

"It doesn't matter if he can read, write, or even speak well. 
What is important is that he is a man and second that he has 
shown some in;tial interest. One good way to develop leadership 
is to take a man with you in your car. And it works a lot better 
if you're doing the driving, that way you are in charge. You 
drive, he sits there, and you talk. (5.) 

Some leaders teach from the speakers' platform; Chavez conducts 
an endless series of tutorials. In an age of mass corranunications, 
it is hard to imagine that one of the country's leading 
movelments, The United Farmworkers of America, came toasther one 
member at time. Tim Drake. a United Church of Christ minister who 
worked with Chavez during the early 1960's recalled that: 

His consistency and perseverance really shook me ... A 
disability case, a worker injured on the job--he would stay 
with that worker day and night, day and night, until he 
could locate an attorney who would take the case for 
nothing, or find some way of settling it that was of benefit 
to the worker. That's how his union was built: on plain 
hard work and these very personal relationships. It was a 
slow, careful plodding thing; the growers didn't even know 
he was in town. Even when the strike started they had no 
idea who Cesar Chavez was, but the workers did. (6.) 

By cultivating such relationships, Chavez establishes a realistic 
attitude between people in the movement as a whole. He views 
leadership as "like taking a road over hills and down the valley; 
you must stay with the people. If you go ahead of them too fast, 
then they lose sight of you and you lose sight of them." (7.) He 
is a realist. "Anyone who comes in with the idea that farmworkers 
are free of sin and that growers are all bastards has never dealt 
with the situation or is an idealist of the first order," he told 
one reporter, "Things don't work that way. (B.) 

Indeed, Chavez expresses contemptfor any image of the farmworkers 
built upon a naive view of human nature: 

"In the beginning, there was a lot of nonsense about the 
poor farmworker: 'Gee, the farmworker is poor and 
disadvantaged and on strike, he must be a super human 
being!' And I said, 'Cut that nonsense out, all right!' That 
was my opening speech. 'You're here working with a group of 
men; the farmworker is only a human being. You take the 
poorest of these guys and give him that ranch over there, he 
could be just as much a bastard as the guy sitting there 
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right now. Remember, that both are men. In order to help the 
farmworkers, look at them as human beings and not as 
something extra special, or else you're kidding yourself and 
are going to be mighty disappointed. Don't pity them either! 
Treat them as human beings, because they have just as many 
faults as you have; that way you'll never be in trouble, 
because you'll never be disappointed. (9.) 

He is equally hard on himself. "Don't let the public part fool 
you," he says, "Me, here, I am just a plain human being, and I am 
reminded of this constantly at home. My wife sees me as the same 
old guy, you know. She has the advantage, she is removed from the 
public part and she lets me know very definitely ly who I am. I 
think thet sometimes, although I don't enjoy being taken down, 
it is a good thing, that reminder at home ... " (10.) If Chavez 
"doesn't enjoy being taken down," he enjoys even less any signs 
of adulation from his supporters. He is constantly stifling their 
ovations for him. 

Thus, unlike leaders who set themselves apart from their 
followers, Chavez values intimate, frank relationships with each 
of them. "Chavez gave me attention that I had never had before," 
a migrant from the Rio Grande observed, "I don't know how to 
describe it ... Cesar had the direct attention for us, not 
like the politician that shakes your hand and says, 'How are 
you?' and pats you on the back and is gone ... Cesar gave his 
attention to me." (11.) Most politicians today can't even 
persuade the voters that they care about people like them. Chavez 
has no such problem. 

Intimacy creates the possibility of loyalty to the movement; 
setting an example reinforces committments to its ideals. Chavez 
places a high premium on adhering to the principles that he 
espouses. If he preaches tolerance of human weakness, he 
practices it. When he demands hard work, he sets the pace 
himself. When he calls upon others to take risks, he places 
himself in the most vulnerable position. "We don't let people sit 
around the room crying about their problems," Chavez says, "No 
philosophizing--do something about it." (12.) 

Of course, at the center of this teaching by example is a strict 
adherence to non-violence. It is far more than a tactic--"We are 
firm believers, you know," (13.) he told a biographer. In the 
tradition of Ghandi and King, he argues that violence, even 
violence in a good cause, destroys the perpetrator as well as the 
victim. "We must represent all human life, in the cities and in 
the fields of Vietnam," he explained in an article in Look 
Magazine. "Nonviolence is the only weapon that is compassionate 
and recognizes each man's value. We work to preserve that value 
in our enemies--or in our adversaries, as President Kennedy said 
more gently, more rightly. We want to protect the victim from 
being the victim. We want to protect the executioner from being 
the executioner." (14.) 

Yet if non-vlolence is not merely a tactic, it is a powerful 
educational tool that Chavez uses to teach farmworkers many other 
important values of the movement. Non-violence requires courage. 
Following a particularly brutal confrontation with the Teamsters, 
for example, members of the Longshoremen volunteered to retaliate 
with their own "goons." Chavez rejected the offer. "They would 
have run the Teamsters out of town," he explained, 

"They've done it before, in Puerto Rico and Chicago ... Maybe we 
would have won the strike that way, but we would have lost a 
lot too. See, every time the Teamsters beat up on one of our 
guys, they lose. The whole idea of non-violence is you are not 
afraid, if you become afraid, you start doing things you are 
not supposed to do. Violence is a trap. We convert the farm-
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workers and they can see our strength." (15.) 

Non-violence demonstrates discipline, self-control. "It takes a 
lot not to strike back," Chavez admits, "not that you don't get 
the feeling sometimes. The reaction, I guess is built in us." 
(16.) On more than one occasion, he has had to intercede between 
the angry farmworkers and a grower after a particularly harsh 
instance of brutality against picketers. Once he even warned a 
mob that if it was going to "get" a grower, it would have 
to get him, too. (17.) On another occasion, he threatened to 
resign if union members embarked on a vigilante expedition. That 
incident, particularly, showed how Chavez persuades by example 
rather than rhetoric: 

"You can vote right now to arm yourselves--" Chavez began, but 
before he could complete his threat of resignation, a woman stood 
up and spoke in his behalf. Concluding, she turned in a semi cir
cle to plead with the brooding audience. "The whole world 
supports Cesar!' she entreated, "just because of his 
non-violence." A man stood up. "I offer words from the Bible," he 
said, "Justice of God cannot be won by the sword. We must resist 
the temptation to violence, especially when victory is certain." 
The audience fell silent. Chavez, too, was silent. His tired face 
reflected anything but certainty of victory. When it resumed, his 
voice, came quietly, as if he had been speaking all along, and 
only now had become audible again. "If you want a guard, and 
nobody wishes to guard it without arms, then I will guard it 
myself." He spoke very simply, and he meant it. "If they burn it, 
we can build again. But if a man is killed, who can revive him?" 
(18.) 

The group came around. 

Practicing non-violence also reflects a much subtler, but broader 
way that Chavez teaches by example--namely, by cultivating 
gentleness at all times. He is gentle in his criticism 
of other people--sometimes, say his critics, too gentle. While he 
sets exacting financial and administrative standards for his 
staff, he is careful not to abuse them. His co-wcrkers appreciate 
the approach. "When someone rebukes you heavily," one told a 
reporter, "you remember it, you carry a scar; Cdsar does it so 
softly that I couldn't focus on it while it was happening. I feel 
badly, but I won't carry a scar." 

By far the greatest value that Chavez hopes to promote by 
example, however, is a principle as important as non-violence 
itself--sacrifice. "Our lives are really all that belong to us," 
he once said, "I am convinced that the finest act of courage, the 
strongest act of manliness, is to sacrifice ourselves for others 
in a totallv non--violent struggle for justice. To be a man is to 
suffer for others. God help us to be men." (20.) 

Chavez dramatizes his own personal sacrifice for the movement 
through periodic public fasts. The first of these£ lasting 25 
days in 1968, attracted national attention. Its public purpose 
was to galvanize support for the grape strike. It had a deeper 
significance, however, related to the internal politics of his 
movement. 

1968 was the year in which violent elements challenged advocates 
of non-violence in every movement for social change. The 
confrontation forced Martin Luther King into the streets of 
Memphis to lead the marches of sanitation workers that cost him 
his life. Similar upheavals on the campuses drove former 
Congressman Allard Lowenstein, architect of the "Dump Johnson 
Movement," to shift from denouncing the war to condemning violent 
student protests--a shift that cost him much of his student 
support. 
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Chavez chose to respond personally. Jerry Cohen, a staff member 
at the time, explained: 

"Cesar was mad. There had been a lot of loose talk about vio
lence. He had told them the life of one man or woman was worth 
more than the success of the cause, but they were not listening, 
so he decided he had to find out who had the balls, and he 
showed them. He scared the hell out of them. He didn't say, 
"I'm not going to eat until you guys shut up your mouths about 
violence;' he just said the union was committed to non-violence, 
then started fasting. The people responded like, 'God, what is 
this guy doing?' The people were scared and frustrated, they 
didn't know what to do with him." (21.) 

Certainly, the impact of the fast exceeded even Chavez' 
erpectations. Workers from all over the country sought audiences 
with him--opportunities that he used to discuss their individual 
orqanizing problems. Supporters conducted rallies in his behalf. 
He received media attention every night. Senator Robert Kennedy 
joined him at the conclusion of the ordeal for a brief public 
ceremony in San Jose. The fast resolved the question of who and 
what wou]d lead the Mexican-American movement once and for all. 

Yet if Chavez succeeded where Reverend King and Representative 
Lowenstein failed, it was because his style of organizing made 
success possible. His supporters were more than an audience--they 
were his students, his friends, who rushed to his side when he 
needed them. He had showed them how to follow his example in 
general; it was only a small step for them to understand the 
meaning of this particularly dramatic act of moral witness. His 
whole career had embodied sacrifice. It was easy for others to 
believe that he was prepared to offer the ultimate sacrifice, if 
the integrity of his vision depended upon it. They had to 
choose--if they wanted Chavez, they had to live up to his ideals. 
Cesar Chavez, thus, became the only non-violent leader of the 
1960's to outwit his violent opponents. For his physical 
survival, he must thank God. For his political survival, he 
deserves much of the credit himself. 

C. CONTINUITY, CONFLICT, PARTICIPATION 

One of Chavez' favorite storres is how he and his brother 
developed the Farmworkers' flag: 

"I wanted desperately to get some color into the movement, to 
give people something they could identify with, like a flag. 
I was reading some books about how various leaders discovered 
what contrasted and stood out the best. The Egyptians had found 
that a red field with a white circle and black emblem in the cen
ter crashed into your eyes like nothing else. I wanted to use 
the Aztec eagle in the center as on the Mexican flag. So I told 
my cousin Manuel, 'Draw an Aztec eagle.' Manuel had a little 
trouble with it, so we modified the eagle to make it easier to 
draw. 

"The first big meeting of what we decided to call the National 
Farm Workers Association was held in September, 1962, at Fresno, 
with 287 people. We had our huge red flag on the wall, with 
paper tacked over it. When the time came, Manuel pulled a cord-
ripping off the flag and all of a sudden it hit the people. Some 
of them wondered if it was a communist flag, and I said it probab 
ly looked more like a neo-Nazi emblem than anything else. But 
they wanted an explanation, so Manuel got up and said, 'When that 
damn eagle flies, that's when the farmworkers' problems are to be 
solved.' (22.) 

If the flag symbolizes the Farmworkers movement, the story 
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reflects how Chavez is putting it together--a synthesis of 
various traditions that creates more energy than the sum of its 
parts. For the flag, Chavez drew upon the wisdom of ancient 
Egypt, just as Christianity is the ultimate source of authority 
for the movement. The Mexican-American symbol, the Aztec eagle, 
stood in the center, reflecting the centrality of 
Mexican-American history to the Farmworkers' cause. The design 
confronted the workers, in the way that the Farmworkers 
themselves are supposed to confront established institutions. Yet 
the flag was accessible. Manuel Chavez drew the eagle so that 
others could replicate it, just as Cdsar Chavez builds his 
organization so that anyone could participate in it. These three 
elements--continuity, conflict, and participation--are the 
ingredients that hold the United Farmworkers of America (UFWA) 
together. 

It is the Catholic tradition, even the church itself that serves 
as the ultimate source of authority for the movement. Religious 
symbols infuse the Farmworkers more directly than almost any 
other social cause in America, and certainly more than any other 
union. The religious connection is all the more unusual in that 
Chavez himself is not a priest. To be sure, his political 
education was theologically inspired, but more than one 
politician has shared an equivalent education without applying it 
directly to his work. Indeed, if we had to identify only one 
characteristic that distinguishes the Farmworkers from other 
economic uprisings, it would be this religious orientation. 

Yet the Catholic appeal has been critical to winning support from 
the workers themselves. Chavez' first major march in 1966--from 
Delano to the California Statehouse in Sacramento--brought this 
point home even to skeptical observers. It was not merely a 
march, but a pereginacion, with the theme of "Penitence, 
Pilgrimage, and Revolution" as climax on Easter Sundey. Along the 
way, workers paraded under the Mexican patron saint of the 
compesinos, la Virgen de Guadalupe. When one of the volunteers 
objected to this heavy religious motif -- including masses every 
night and morning--Cesar Chavez took a vote. Dolores Huerta, a 
farmworkers leader summed up the results: "We put the Virgin 
to a motion, and virginity won." (23.) 

Later, William Kircher, an AFL-CIO organizer with the 
farmworkers, explained the march's tactical significance. 

"The march was obviously an organizing tool. New. Radical. Dif
ferent. A crew of people walking along the highway carrying the 
banner of our Lady, calling meetings at night which attracted 
farm workers out of the fields and towns, opening with "De 
Colores" (a song about the colors of spring in the fields) maybe 
a prayer. The whole thing had a strong cultural, religious thing, 
it was organizing people." (24.) 

Indeed, the Catholic appeal has succeeded with the farmworkers 
where all other traditions have failed. 

Beyond the religious imagery, Chavez evokes memories of 
Mexican-American history. "We are men and women who have suffered 
and endured much not only because of our abject poverty, but 
because we have been kept poor," he wrote in an open letter to 
the California Grape and Tree Fruit League in 1969. "The colors 
of our skins, the languages of our cultural and native origins, 
the lack of formal education, the exclusion from the democratic 
process, the numbers of our slain in recent wars--all these 
burdens generation after generation have sought to demoralize us, 
to break our human spirit, but God knows we are not agricultural 
implements or rented slaves, we are men." (25.) 

The letter merely echoed a point that Chavez had made to the 
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Farmworkers from their very first meeting--their cause was part 
of a history that extended back to the worker rebellion in Mexico 
over 155 years ago. 

Chavez' third appeal is to American civic ideals, particularly 
when he addresses non-farmworker audiences. "What we demand is 
very simple," he told a Senate Sub-Conunittee hearing, "We want 
equality. We do not want or need special treatment unless you 
abandon the idea that we are equal men."(26.) In an article in 
Look Magazine he noted that, "It may be a long time before we get 
justice under the law, because the law is on the side of the 
growers. As Robert Kennedy said to the Delano Sheriff during the 
Senate hearings on Migrant labor--he was amazed to to find that 
our people were arrested because they might conunit a crime--'! 
suggest that the Sheriff read the Constitution of the United 
States."' (27.) 

Reference to specific civic ideals are not made as much by Chavez 
as they were by Martin Luther King. Certainly, religious and 
Mexican-American imagery is more prominent. Nonetheless, like all 
leaders of Mexican movements, Chavez sees himself as holding the 
country accountable to its own professed ideals. 

Appeals to tradition do more than rationalize the demands of the 
Farmworkers; they strengthen the resolve of the Union to fight 
for them. Nonviolent, or not, Chavez understands that his 
movement is engaged in a sustained battle with the established 
interests--not just the growers, but the "Banks and railroad 
companies and big corporations that run agri-business, a $1 
billion industry in California." (28.) Indeed, he sees it as 
being "locked in a death struggle against man's inhumanity to 
man" in the food industry, "And this struggle itself gives 
meaning to our life and ennobles our dying." (29.) 

The problem of leadership lies in involving workers directly in 
the process of conflict. Chavez believes that the picket line 
serves this purpose well: 

"If a man comes out of the field and goes on the picket 
line, even for one day, he'll never be the same. The picket 
line is the best possible education. Some labor people came 
to Delano and said, 'Where do you train people? Where are 
your classrooms?' I took them to the picket line. That's 
where we train people That's the best training. The labor 
people didn't get it. They stayed a week and went back to 
their big jobs and comfortable homes. They hadn't seen 
training, but the people here see it and I see it. The 
picket line is where a man makes a conunitment, and it's 
irrevocable; and the longer he's on the picket line, the 
stronger the conunitment. The workers on the ranch committee 
who don't know how to speak, or who never speak--after five 
days on the picket lines they speak right out, and they 
speak better." (30.) 

By speaking of defending ideals and preserving traditions, 
however, Chavez engages in this sort of conflict without trying 
to subject the growers to humiliating defeat. "Let them have 
their pride," he says, "What we want is a contract. This is what 
they fail to understand. We are not out to put them out of 
business because our people need the work; we are out to build a 
union, and we'll negotiate half our lives to get it. If we can't 
get better wages and working conditions for the workers, we are 
willing to give up something. But growers choose to make it a 
personal fight, so we have to do something to save their 
face ... Things can't look as if we are are getting a victory and 
they are not. (31.) 

The key to the success of their process, thus, lies in the 
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participation of the workers themselves. Every step that Chavez 
takes--from his personal contacts with the workers to his 
insistence that they join the picket lines --aims at providing 
the direct involvement upon which personal dignity and 
political democracy depends, "We don't need perfect political 
systems," he says, "If you don't participate in the planning, you 
just don't count." (32.) 

It is on this point, primarily, in fact, that both the growers 
and the Teamsters now resist Chavez. "The companies wanted to 
come direct to La Paz and have us straighten out the problems," 
he explains, "but we can't do that." (33.) Instead, the 
Farmworkers gives powers to individual ranch committees, both to 
manage their internal affairs and to participate directly in 
contract negotiations. The procedure is cumbersome, but Chavez 
defends it: 

"We have to preserve the ranch committees. They must have di 
rect representation at the convention. They not only have 
the right, but the responsibility to deal with their own 
internal problems. They deal with the members directly. They 
are involved but they must be responsible for the first and 
second steps of the grievance procedures." (34.) 

This is participatory democracy with a vengeance, but Chavez 
believes that the future success of his organization depends upon 
it. Why spend so much time with individual workers, if not to 
prepare them for self-government? Why set an example of courage, 
if the workers themselves never feel the pride that comes from 
displaying it? What good is gentleness if a community's members 
never relate to one another? How can a congregation fulfill 
God's will, if the parishioners never take responsibility for 
their decisions? What purpose is served by endless conflict, if 
it leads only to the replacement of one boss by another? These 
questions dictate a single answer to Chavez--the workers must 
participate in their union, or it will not be their union. 

D. THE ORGANIZING OF DEMOCRATIC IDEALISM 

In the Federalist Papers, James Madison warned that, "a zeal for 
different opinions concerning religion, concerning government, 
and many other points," had, "divided mankind into parties, 
inflamed with mutual animosity, and rendered them much more 
disposed to vex and oppress each other than to cooperate for 
their corranon good." (35.) The possibility that private grouss 
might promote public values never entered the Madisonian 
equation. The only way to guard against the "evils of faction" 
was to design a government sufficiently complex to prevent any 
one group from gaining ultimate control. 

Writing about America 40 years later, Alexis de Tocqueville came 
to exactly the opposite conclusion: 

"Among democratic nations ... all the citizens are independent 
and feeble; they can hardly do anything by themselves, and 
none of them can oblige his fellow men to lend him their 
assistance. They all, therefore, become power]ess if they do 
not learn voluntarily to help one another. If men living in 
democratic countries had no right and no inclination to 
associate for political purposes, their independence would 
be in great jeopardy, but they migllt long preserve their 
wealth and their cultivation: whereas if they never 
acquired the habit of forming associations in ordinary life, 
civilization itself would be endangered." (36.) 

Cesar Chavez would agree with de Tocqueville. Many observers see 
in the Farmworkers only a new "interest group," using 
extraordinary tactics to achieve essentially private 
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goals--economic security, higher wages, collective bar-
gaining. Chavez views the process in reverse. To him, demands for 
economic improvement are beginning steps toward the overall 
improvement of the workers--toward their gradual assumption of 
democratic rights and responsibilities. Even now, the union runs 
cooperatives, health clinics, and conununity centers. It sponsors 
voter registration drives and supports candidates. It trains 
student volunteers to work with farmworkers, while it sends farm
workers to work on the boycotts in major cities. It is already a 
cause. The question now is whether it can evolve into a 
full-scale, democratic culture. 

By any standard, of course, Chavez' success has been improbable. 
Farmworkers could not be organized, but he is organizing them. 
Door-to-door canvassing has vanished in the electronic age, but 
Chavez makes it work. Idealistic leaders either sell out, give 
up, or get shot today, but Chavez has preserved his principles 
over twenty different years. Tradition, particularly religious 
tradition is losing its force everywhere, but Chavez is bringing 
people into his movement on the strength of its appeal. Most 
Americans have lost confidence in politics, but the Farmworkers 
are devoting their lives to it. Modern organizations cannot 
survive unless they bureaucratize, but Chavez is creating ranch 
committtees and democratic conventions. From this perspective, it 
is not surprising that the Farmworkers face problems. It is 
astonishing that they exist at all. 

Yet Chavez' accomplishment should tell us something about the 
power of this kind of political leadership. The prophet worries 
about the vision; the organizer tends to the community itself. 
The people learn to love him, so that through him, they can find 
one another and the conunon purposes that will sustain them. It is 
a Populist leadership; and although Chavez is a Mexican-American, 
he has become our major spokesman for the Populist 
tradition--that unique synthesis of religious idealsm, economic 
radicalism, and political democracy that modernity was supposed 
to have crushed. Chavez knows better than anyone what a Populist 
faces today--corporate dominance of the economy; bureaucratic 
dominance of the polity; materialistic perversion of our basic 
civic values. He should have lost to the growers and the 
Teamsters long ago, as surely as David should have lost to 
Goliath. His success should remind us that when Divine 
inspiration brings a people together, even their slingshots can 
turn out to be pretty powerful weapons. 
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Baltimore Neighborhood 
Collaborative 

WELCOME! 

The Baltimore Neighborhood Collaborative is excited to have you as a participant in the 
pilot initiative of the Community Organizer Training Institute! 

The Community Organizer Training Institute is designed to provide skills training and 
peer-to-peer support for organizing staff of local community organizations to strengthen 
their community outreach, community organizing, and neighborhood planning work. The 
training program is being developed in two phases: with a pilot initiative that has been 
developed by a work group of local professionals who practice or manage organizing 
programs and by staff of local institutions that have community organizing tracks in their 
academic programs. The second phase of this program involves a feasibility study for a 
sustainable longer-term effort that is being conducted by a local consultant group. 

The program will focus on the professional skill development of community organizers 
and will educate and teach a broad understanding of community development and the 
role of the organizer in that process. We hope your participation will benefit and 
enhance the work in your neighborhoods. Your participation will also help us 'test' this 
pilot by evaluating each session and the overall effectiveness of this program for a wider 
community organizing audience. Your recommendations are critical to continuing 
planning efforts. 

Classes are expected to meet twice a month during full work hours. The schedule has 
been completed through December 2001 with future classes based on the schedule of 
the participants. There will be a total of 12 sessions scheduled through Spring 2002. 
Following the pilot will be a comprehensive evaluation of all participants, instructors, and 
work group members to prepare for what we hope will be an on-going training program. 

Thank you again for your interest, support and participation in this training. Collectively, 
all of us will contribute to the success of this initiative. 

2 (;ast Read Street, ath Floor • Baltimore, Maryland 21202 • (410) 727-0169 • Fax (410) 727-7177 
e-mail: bnc@abagmd.org 



Community Organizer Training Institute 

Goals: 

The goals of the Community Organizer Training Institute pilot are: 
• To enhance the capacity of community organizing/ outreach staff by providing 

skills training and peer networking opportunities 
• To educate and teach a broad understanding of community development and the 

role of the community organizer in that process 
• To increase the capacity of the community organization by focusing on the role of 

the community organizer 

Outcomes: 

Possible outcomes of this pilot initiative will be: 
• The development of a longer-term effort that provides training to a broad range of 

community organizers 
• Increased knowledge and skills or identification of skills to be enhanced by the 

organizer 
• Organizers equipped with the proper resources and/ or knowledge to obtain the 

right resources 
• Increased confidence in understanding and performing responsibilities as an 

organizer 

Expectations: 

• That participants will attend classes regularly so that the evaluation is applicable 
• That participants will provide adequate and documented evaluation feedback and 

comments 
• That participants have an active role in classes, network and share information 

and resources with other class participants 
• That this training offers relevant information that is useful to participants 
• That instructors are knowledgeable and resourceful on relevant topic areas 
• That material is up to date and related to class work and activities 
• That participants benefit from the classes and peer interaction as a result of the 

time and effort to support the evaluation of the pilot 
• That participants who leave the program before completion partake in an exit 

interview 
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COMMUNITY ORGANIZER TRAINING INSTITUTE 
PILOT INITIATIVE 

SCHEDULE AND CLASS SUMMARY - Fall 2001 

Organizing 101- Program Overview and Introduction to Community Organizing 
Tuesday, November 20, 2001 - 9:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. - Stony Run Center- 5516 N. Charles St. 

Community organizing is a tool used to help communities increase the quality of life of residents by 
identifying common issues and mobilizing residents around those issues. Change is the most significant 
outcome in any type of organizing philosophy with processes that involve a variety of approaches and 
methods. This class will introduce participants to community organizing; its usefulness as a tool to 
support the revitalization of urban neighborhoods; and its contributions to the social fabric, physical 
development and political environment in communities by providing a historical perspective and a 
foundation for community organizing and the elements that are in place to support it. 

2 
Building Community and Building Leadership: The Role of the Community Organizer 
Tuesday, December 4, 2001 - 9:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. - The Anvil Center 

The National Community Builders Network defines community building as "an approach to improving 
conditions, expanding opportunities and sustaining positive change within communities by developing, 
enhancing and sustaining the relationships and social networks of those who make up the community." 
Community organizers are catalysts for such a process and can help initiate the community building 
process by working with a core group of residents who are ready to take the lead. This session will 
educate participants on core principles of community building and will help them identify and build off the 
leadership potential of others. 

3 
The Role of Community Organizing in the CDC Context 
Tuesday, December 11, 2001 - 9:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. - BNC - 2 East Read Street - 8th Floor 

Community Development Corporations are nonprofit organizations, contained to a specific geographic 
area, that create development opportunities for communities that have experienced disinvestments in 
residential areas within neighborhoods. Are there ways in which CDC's can develop a holistic approach 
to disinvestments that include community organizing as a strategy? This session will introduce the role of 
CDC's in communities and offer suggestions for CDC models that include community participation and 
community organizing as a core strategy in community development. 

4 
Building Power and Working in Power Relationships 
Date and Location TBA 
Types of power vary and take different forms in community development. There are power dynamics that 
occur internally at the neighborhood level and the external influences that impact neighborhood change 
and transformation, particularly in low-income communities, and external influences that perpetuate the 
"powerlessness" of these communities. This session will explore power dynamics in community 
development and organizing and the role an organizer can have in fostering self-help approaches for 
communities and people as they develop sense of their own power. 

Sponsored by the Baltimore Neighborhood Collaborative 



5 
Addressing Issues of Diversity in Urban Communities 
Date and Location TBA 

Addressing issues of diversity in neighborhoods where tensions related to difference exist is a necessary 
measure to truly build a community that acknowledges, supports, and encourages participation of all 
community members. Is there a role for the organizer in dismantling norms and attitudes that impact the 
appreciation of difference? What is the process and what is the risk? This session will work with 
participants to reflect and self assess their own diversity lens and their role as organizers in breaking 
down marginal practices related to race, age, gender, and class difference. 

6 
The Organizing Process - Part 1: Engaging Residents 
Date and Location TBA 

Engaging residents in community building initiatives start with the recognition from community members 
that there is an issue that needs to be addressed that affects the whole community. How does an 
organizer learn about the issues of residents? What strategies are employed to get feedback from 
residents? What methods would an organizer use to motivate members of the community to participate 
and be involved in activities? Learn from three seasoned organizers the practical, meaningful, creative, 
and necessary ways to engage residents in community planning efforts. 

7 
The Organizing Process - Part 2: Identifying Issues 
Date and Location TBA 

Identifying and prioritizing issues is a common conflict that many communities experience. This conflict 
can include lack of consensus, the emphasis on broader problems, and the strategy, or lack thereof, that 
is used to address those issues. This session will help organizers find the most effective means to helping 
community members identify and address neighborhood issues that link to citywide and regional 
strategies. 

8 
The Organizing Process - Part 3: Developing A Strategy and Resolving the Issue 
Date and Location TBA 

Every issue requires a well-planned, strategic response to bring about resolution. Strategies are 
components of a larger goal and act as 'steps' in a neighborhoods plan to create change or resolve 
issues. This session will help organizers focus on their role in developing the strategies to address 
community issues and the necessary support that they should provide to residents in the planning 
process. 

9 
Managing Information: Technology, Data and Community Organizing 
Date and Location TBA 

Data collection methods are becoming increasingly popular tools to support the planning efforts of 
communities. Learn about emerging community-based efforts that are supported by technology and its 
usefulness and impact as a resource for community organizing. 

Sponsored by the Baltimore Neighborhood Collaborative 



10 
Resource Development for Community Organizing 
Date and Location TBA 

Resource development in grassroots community organizing has various strategies that extend beyond 
proposal and grant writing. While these methods are useful, there are additional strategies that are more 
practical and less restrictive when it comes to volunteer based organizations that are developing fund
raising plans. This session will give an overview of resource development for community organizations, 
types of resources and methods for collecting resources that may be useful, and provide strategies for 
sustaining projects and programs over the long term. 

11 
Managing Organizing to Manage Change 
Date and Location TBA 

Organizations that have a community organizing function fused in its work often neglect to develop 
effective strategies and outcomes for the organizing efforts. Defining an organizing strategy is critical for a 
board of directors, executive director and organizing staff in order to effectively manage it. Equal to this 
task is keeping the strategy within the context of managing change - at the neighborhood, city, national 
or global level. This session will highlight effective models of organizing programs in organizations and 
help board members, directors and organizers learn and share experiences about managing community 
organizing programs and the vision for it. 

12 
Evaluation 
Date and Location TBA 

13 
CELEBRATION 
Date and Location TBA 

Sponsored by the Baltimore Neighborhood Collaborative 

Curriculum development work group participants: Regina Alston - CPHA, Dick Cook - UM School of 
Social Work, Tisha Edwards - Empower Baltimore, Mel Freeman- Belair Edison Neighborhoods, Tanya 
Jones - BNC, Barry Kamenetz - CHAI, Pam King - OSI, Betty Robinson - CPHA, Ann Sherrill - BNC 



Community Organizer Training Institute 
Pilot Initiative - Fall 2001 

Session 1 
ORGANIZING 101 - PROGRAM OVERVIEW AND INTRODUCTION TO COMMUNITY ORGANIZING 
Tuesday, November 20, 2001 - 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. Stony Run Center 

Instructors: Regina Alston - CPHA, Dick Cook - UM School of Social Work, Gary Gillespie- American 
Friends Service Committee, Tanya Jones- BNC, Michael Mazepink- People's Homesteading Group 

SUMMARY 
Community organizing is a tool used to help communities increase the quality of life of residents by 
identifying common issues and mobilizing residents around those issues. Change is the most significant 
outcome in any type of organizing philosophy with processes that involve a variety of approaches and 
methods. This class will introduce participants to community organizing; its usefulness as a tool to 
support the revitalization of urban neighborhoods; and its contributions to the social fabric, physical 
development and political environment in communities by providing a historical perspective and a 
foundation for community organizing and the elements that are in place to support it. 

Goal: To provide participants with an overview of community organizing in Baltimore within the context 
neighborhood revitalization and community development. 

Objectives: 
1. Provide an orientation to the training; review trainers' goals and expectations 
2. Define community organizing and introduce the history of organizing in Baltimore neighborhoods 
3. Understand the impact of community organizing at local and international perspectives 
4. Distinguish community organizing from social delivery, activism, and advocacy. 
5. Recognize community organizing as a tool, not a goal 
6. Legitimize community organizing as an integral component of community development 

Sponsored by the Baltimore Neighborhood Collaborative 



Community Organizer Training Institute 
Participant Schedules 

Name _______________ _ 

WEEK 
Time Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 

8:00 a.m. 
9:00 a.m. 
10:00 a.m. 
11:00 a.m. 
12:00 p.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
2:00 o.m. 
3:00 p.m. 
4:00 p.m. 
5:00 p.m. 

MONTH 
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 

Friday 

Friday 



COMMUNITY ORGANIZER TRAINING INSTITUTE ASSESSMENT WORKSHEET 

Name __________ _ Organization/Neighborhood ________ _ 

1 . How many years have you been a community organizer? 

2. What was your first organizing experience? 

3. How did you become interested in community organizing? 

4. What skills or experiences did you have to prepare? 

5. What kind of professional and/or peer support do you currently receive to advance 
your skill and knowledge as an organizer? 

6. What core values do you use in your approach to community organizing? 

7. On a scale of 1 to 5 (1= weak; 5 = strong), please rate the following: 

I am knowledgeable about community organizing- it's history, theory and practice. 

2 3 4 5 

Comment: 

I understand what community organizing is and feel confident in my approach to 
organizing. 

2 3 4 5 

Comment: 

I am comfortable with the skills I have to be a community organizer. 

2 3 4 5 

Comment: 



I feel prepared to perform job as an organizer (training, peer support, academic 
programs, and mentors, etc.) 

2 3 4 5 

Comment: 

I am well-equipped and supplied with the right resources to do my job effectively. 

2 3 4 5 

Comment: 

I feel that my organizing work is strategically linked to a broad neighborhood 
revitalization plan. 

2 3 4 5 

Comment: 

List 5 new skills that you would like to learn to increase your organizing capacity: 

8. List 5 skills that you would like to enhance to increase your organizing capacity: 

9. What is your most effective way of learning (please rank): 

A. Lectures and theory 
B. Experiential/ hands on 
C. Participatory exercises 
D. Peer learning 
E. Skill development (practice) 

10. Ideally, how would you MOST benefit from this training program? 



Community Organizer Training Institute 
Session One: Program Overview and Introduction to Community Organizing 
Tuesday, November 20, 2001 

SESSION EVALUATION 

Thank you for participating in this session. Please take a few minutes to fill out this evaluation. 
Your comments and suggestions are valuable and help us to determine what other opportunities 
would be of interest to you. Please rate on a scale of 1 to 5 ( 1 = poor; 5 = excellent) 

1. How useful did you find this session? 
1 2 3 4 5 

Comments: 

2. How relevant did you find this session to your work as an organizer? 
1 2 3 4 5 

Comments: 

3. How would you rate the pace of this session? 
1 2 3 4 5 

Comments: 

4. How would you rate the length of this workshop? 
1 2 3 4 5 

Comments: 

5. How would your rate the clarity and knowledge of the instructors 
1 2 3 4 5 

Comments: 

6. How would you rate the quality of the materials? 
1 2 3 4 5 

Comments: 

7. What did you like best about this session? Are there skills that you can apply as a result 
of this session? 



8. What were some shortcomings of the session? 

9. What would be a good follow-up to this session: 

Logistics - Please Comment 

Food: 

Location: 

Time/ Length: 

OVERALL SESSION RATING: 

Additional Comments: 

Your name: 

1 2 3 4 5 
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BAL TIM ORE NEIGHBORHOOD COLLABORATIVE 
TRAINING OUTLINE 

SESSION #2: BUILDING LEADERSHIP 
AND 

BUILDING COMMUNITY 

GOAL: 
To introduce participants to the ideas and of and approaches to 
leadership development and community building. 

OBJECTIVES: 
1. To assist participants to develop a working definition of community 

leadership. 
2. To assist participants to understand the personal characteristics and 

the environmental factors that affect the leadership development 
process. 

3. To assist participants to understand their own leadership style and 
how it connects with others. 

4. To assist participants to understand some of the dynamics between 
leaders and followers. 

5. To assist participants to use what they have learned to work 
effectively with different types of leaders and to understand the 
organizer role in relation to leaders. 

6. To introduce participants to several local examples of community 
building. 

7. To assist participants to develop their own working definition of 
community building. 

8. To assist participants to identify the chief factors supporting 
community building and the chief factors impeding it. 

9. To assist participants to acquire attitudes, knowledge and skills 
which contribute to community building. 



ANTICIPATED OUTCOMES/COMPETENCIES: 

1. Participants will be able to identify their own leadership attributes 
and the leadership attributes of others. 

2. Participants will be able to describe the dynamics between leaders 
and followers in terms that they might use in their communities. 

3. Participants will be able to point to several local examples of 
community building and explain how they came about. 

4. Participants will be able to identify several community building 
activities that they can put into action in their neighborhoods. 

5. Participants will be able to identify several obstacles to community 
building in their neighborhoods and will have several ideas of ways 
to deal with them. 



CURRICULUM OUTLINE 

9:00 Registration, pick up materials, meet others 

9:30 Welcome and Introductions [Mel and Dick] 
Circle name game 
Ground rules/ Agenda Review /Consensus 

10:00 What is leadership? [Dick] 
Refer to Milagro Beanfield War. 

Who was the leader/were the leaders? 

Who was the organizer/were the organizers? 

What was the task of the leaders? Of the 
organizer( s)? 

Who was the target of the organizing? 

Brainstorm all the characteristics you want in the ideal 
community leader. Continue for 3-4 pages of flip chart paper. Put 
them up. 

Ask how many in the room are willing to say they meet all 
the characteristics listed? Danger of idealizing leaders. 

Present THEORIES OF WHERE LEADERS COME FROM [Use OH] 
1. Leaders are people who have power. World Politics 

Bush, Putin 
2. Leaders are people who are the smartest. Plato 

3. Leaders are the people who are the most virtuous or selfless. 
Gandhi, Religions 



4. Leaders are the people who are craftiest. Machiavelli 

5. Leaders are the people with charisma. Washington, Martin 
Luther King, Mao Tse Tung, Nelson Mandela 

6. Leaders are the people who rise to the challenges of the times. 
Revolutionary War Heroes- Washington, Jefferson, Hamilton, 
Madison, John Adams, Abigail Adams; WWII Churchill, FDR 

7. Leaders are the people who help followers get what they want. 
Lyndon B. Johnson 

8. Leaders are people who have the best ideas. John Kennedy, 
Karl Marx 

9. Leaders are the people who help followers agree on a common 
vision/program. Martin Luther King, Nelson Mandela, 
Bishop Desmond Tutu 

10. Leaders are people who demonstrate courage. Native 
Americans 

Begin discussing change of focus from the leader to the focus on 
leadership. 

DEFINITIONS OF LEADERSHIP 

1. Process of getting people to do what leader wants 

2. Process of getting people to do what group agrees on 

3. Having followers/constituents 

4. Developing constituents to achieve their aims/aspirations 



WORKING DEFINITION 

"Any act which helps the group achieve its goals or to build or 
maintain itself." Discuss the various ways people demonstrate acts 
of leadership. 

Discuss different theories related to leadership: 
-leaders born vs leaders made, 

-definitions of leadership, 

-the dynamics between leaders and followers, 

-the relationship of leaders to the different needs and stages of 
development of the organization, 

-the relationship of leadership to the environment, 

Discuss paradigm shifts for leaders. 
-shift from industrial society to information society 
-changes in information/technology - who controls 
information 
-increase in diversity 
-changes in organizational forms- centralization to 
decentralization, hierarchies to networks 
-changes in which organizations are dominant 
-crisis in credibility 
-decline in voting and other forms of democratic participation 
-mistakes seen as failure vs mistakes seen as learning 
opportunities 

Q&A. Discuss examples of leaders that participants have 
worked with. Best and worst. List. 



10:40 break 

10:50 What is my leadership style? [Dick] 
Go through personal profile system. 
Describe/explain- motivation, task/process, risk/caution 
Discuss applicability to work with others. How you will identify 
other styles. 

12:15 lunch 

1 :00 Lunch Panel: Examples of Community Building 
Village Learning Place [?] 
Operation Reach Out South West [?] 
Bel Air Edison [Mel] 

1:40 What is community? [Mel] 

2:10 Exercise :Win As Much As You Can [Dick/Mel] 
Discuss- examples of leadership, impediments to community 
building, actions to overcome impediments 

2:50 break 

3 :00 Things you can do in your neighborhood to build community. 
[Mel] 

Ask participants to each identify 3 concrete things they can do in 
their neighborhoods to build community. List/discuss/encourage 
Ask them to identify what obstacles they anticipate and what they 
will do to deal with those obstacles. List/discuss/encourage. 

3:45 Wrap up and evaluation [Mel and Dick] 

4:00 Good Luck!!! 



WIN AS MUCH AS YOU CAN 

SETUP 

I'd like to try something, an exercise which might help us talk about 
what's involved here. 

I need eight volunteers for the exercise. Two each for 
Action Alliance of Activists 
Bureau of Better Businesses 
Child Care Center 
Defenders of the Developmentally Disabled 

Get seated around a table with two of you in each organization, each 
pair seated together on a side of the table. Each organization number a 
piece of paper from 1 to 10. 

INSTRUCTIONS 

The name of this exercise is "WIN AS rvt.D-i AS )OJ CAN." I want you 
to keep that goal in mind through all ten rounds. 

There are only three ru I es to remember. 

1. Each organization must agree on a single choice [ either an X or a Y] for 
each round. 

2. Each organization is not to confer with any other organization unless 
it is given specific instructions to do so. This includes verbal and 
nonverbal communications. 

3. Each organization must insure that outsiders do not know your decision 
until you are instructed to publicize it. 

There are 1 O rounds tot his exercise. Each round w i 11 I as tone 
minute. Remember that your organization must decide nothing more than 
to play an X or a Y. If the first and second round are a little confusing, 
that's OK. You will get the hang of this very quickly. Are you ready? 



1. You have one minute to decide and mark your choice for round one. 
[Share marks with whole group and keep score on a master sheet.] 

2-4. Same. 

5. Round five is a bonus round. As a bonus round, it is different in two 
ways. First, I will allow all four organizations a three minute open 
discussion period. You can talk about the weather, sports or what you 
are going to do in this exercise. Second, the results of this round will 
be multiplied by three. 

6-7. Same as 1-4. 

8. Round eight is a bonus round. Like round five you will have a three 
minute discussion period. The results of round six will be multiplied 

by five. 

9. Same as 1-4. 

10. Round ten is the final round and is a bonus round. There will be a 
discussion period of up to three minutes and the results will be 
multiplied by ten. 

Tally results for each organization and for the community as a 
whole. Point out the community score. 

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 
1. Who is the you in WIN AS MUCH AS YOU CAN? 

2. How close was this to the reality of this community? 

3. What were the obstacles we put in your path that kept you from winning 
as a group? Lack of communication. Lack of a common goal. Incentives 
for competition. Early confusion about the purpose. Lack of trust. 
History of unfair or deceitful behavior. Lack of internal accountability 

for decisions made. Outside rule maker. 

4. What do you need to do in order to overcome those obstacles? 
Create opportunities for communications. Resist unfair ti me 
constraints. Create accontability. Articulate common goal. 



COST/BENEFIT SCHEDULE 

4 X's Each X loses $100. 

3 X's Each X gets $100. 
1 Y Y loses $300. 

2 X's Each X gets $200. 
2 Y's Each Y loses $200. 

1 X X gets $300. 
3 Y Each Y loses $100. 

4 Y's Each Y gets $100 
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WIN AS MUCH AS YOU CAN 
SETUP 

I'd like to try something, an exercise which might help us talk about 
what's involved here. 

I need eight volunteers for the exercise. Two each for 
Action Alliance of Activists 
Bureau of Better Businesses 
Child Care Center 
Defenders of the Developmentally Disabled 

Get seated around a tab le with two of you in each organization, each 
pair seated together on a side of the table. Each organization number a 
piece of paper from 1 to 10. 

INSTRUCTIONS 
The name of this exercise is "WIN AS fvl0-1 AS 'rOJ CAN." I want you 

to keep that goal in mind through all ten rounds. 
There are only three rules to remember. 

1. Each organization must agree on a single choice [either an X or a Y] for 
each round. 

2. Each organization is not to confer with any other organization unless 
it is given specific instructions to do so. This includes verbal and 
nonverbal communications. 

3. Each organization must insure that outsiders do not know your decision 
until you are instructed to publicize it. 

There are 1 0 rounds tot his exercise. Each round w i 11 I as tone 
minute. Remember that your organization must decide nothing more than 
to play an X or a Y. If the first and second round are a little confusing, 
that's OK. You will get the hang of this very quickly. Are you ready? 

1. You have one minute to decide and mark your choice for round one. 
[Share marks with whole group and keep score on a master sheet.] 

2-4. Same. 
5. Round five is a bonus round. As a bonus round, it is different in two 

ways. First, I will allow all four organizations a three minute open 
discussion period. You can talk about the weather, sports or what you 
are going to do in this exercise. Second, the results of this round will 
be multiplied by three. 

6-7. Same as 1-4. 



8. Round eight is a bonus round. Like round five you will have a three 
minute discussion period. The results of round six will be multiplied 

by five. 
9. Same as 1-4. 
10. Round ten is the final round and is a bonus round. There will be a 

discussion period of up to three minutes and the results will be 
multiplied by ten. 

Tally results for each organization and for the community as a 
whole. Point out the community score. 

COST/BENEFIT SCHEDULE 

4 X's Each X loses $100. 

3 X's Each X gets $100. 
1 Y Y loses $300. 

2 X's Each X gets $200. 
2 Y's Each Y loses $200. 

1 X X gets $300. 
3 Y Each Y loses $100. 

4 Y's Each Y gets $100 

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 
1. Who is the you in WIN AS MUCH AS YOU CAN? 
2. How close was this to the reality of this community? 
3. What were the obstacles we put in your path that kept you from winning 

as a group? Lack of communication. Lack of a common goal. Incentives 
for competition. Early confusion about the purpose. Lack of trust. 
History of unfair or deceitful behavior. Lack of internal accountability 

for decisions made. Outside rule maker. 
4. What do you need to do in order to overcome those obstacles? 

Create opportunities for communications. Resist unfair time 
constraints. Create accontability. Articulate common goal. 
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The Role of Community Organizing 
in the Context of 

Community Development Corporations 

Workshop Facilitator: Michael Mazepink 
Workshop Personalities: Jackie Kelly, representing The Greenmount Community 

Mary Harvin, as Mary Land, President Baltimore City Council 
Michael Lee as Bobbie E. Lee IV, Mayor of Baltimore City 

9:30---Overview of Workshop 

10:00---Poletown Lives, a film by Jeannie Wylie 

11:00---Community Organizing in the CDC Context-A Perspective 

12:00-Lunch (30 minutes) 

12:30---Organizing for Neighborhood Revitalization in Greenmount Community (15 minutes) 
*Meeting with Representative of The Greenmount Community 

_ *F orc CDC Teams .~ r_ , ;<· · Ji 
• ,.J ,ct.,/Cl '(__ e,/1 

fl.,(, r-Ja•11'~ c0,.,vd Greenmount Commons ProJect, c. (GCP)---Parks and Open Space Development 
p;es {3 c. 2) Hallelujah Housing Corporation (HHC)---Affordable Housing Organization 

1 
Jv-e.J l..e(_ 3) The Youth Center, Inc. (TYC)-Social and Educational Programs for Teens 

' ' f'l\"'-!fer 4) Shantytown Revitalization Corporation (SRC)---Commercial Development Group 

12:45---Exercise: Developing an Asset Building Strategy for the Greenmount Community 
(30 minutes) 

1:30---Exercise: CDC Team Group Sessions (90 minutes) 

3:00---Exercise: Merging of Group Presentations (30 minutes) 

3:30--Presentation to Mayor and City Council President (45 minutes) 
*Presentation 
* Response 

4: 15--Evaluation 
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Community Organizer Training Institute 
Pilot Initiative - Fall 2001 

Session 3 
The Role of Community Organizing in the CDC Context 
Tuesday, December 11, 2001 - 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. BNC - 2 East Read Street 

Instructors: Michael Mazepink, Executive Director - People's Homesteading Group 

SUMMARY 

Goal: 

Community Development Corporations are nonprofit organizations, contained to a specific 
geographic area, that create development opportunities for communities that have experienced 
disinvestments in residential areas within neighborhoods. Are there ways that CDC's can 
develop a holistic approach to disinvestments that include community organizing as a strategy? 
This session will introduce the role of CDC's in communities and offer suggestions for CDC 
models that include community participation and community organizing as a core strategy in 
community development. Various neighborhood types will be introduced with suggested 
community building strategies that can be used as tools by community organizers. 

To comprehensively review the role of CDC's and the link to community organizing as a neighborhood 
revitalization tool. 

Objective: 
1. Explore the multiple paradigms of community development and the synthesis of two paradigms: 

community organizing and physical development. 
2. Increase participant's understanding of how community organizing fits within the whole 

community development corporation structure. 
3. Understand and identify opportunities for expanded role of organizing and enhanced 

community involvement with participant's own organization. 
4. Participants will learn about different neighborhoods and strategies used to support community 

organizing and community development. 

Sponsored by the Baltimore Neighborhood Collaborative 



·A LADDER CF CITIZEN PARTICIPATION 

r 

The heated controversy over "citizen participation," 
"citizen control," and "maximum feasible involvement 
of the poor," bas been waged largely in terms of ex
acerbated rhetoric and misleading euphemisms. To 
encourage a more enlightened dialogue, a typology of 
citizen participation is offered using examples from 
three federal social programs: urban renewal, anti
poverty, and Model Cities. The typology, which is 
designed co be provocative, is arranged in a ladder 
pattern with each rung corresponding co the extent of 
citizens' power in determining the plan and/or program. 

The idea of citizen participation is a little 
like eating spinach: no one is against it in principle 
because it is good for you. Participation of the gov
erned in their government is, in theory, the corner
stone of democracy-a revered idea that is vigorously 
applauded by virtually everyone. The applause is re
duced to police handdaps, hcwe·:er, when this princi
ple is advocate4 by the have-not blacks, Mexica.n
Americans, Puerto Ricans, Indians, Eskimos, and whites. 
And when the have-nots define participation as re
distribution of power, the American consensus on the 
fundamental principle explodes into many shades of 
outright racial, ethnic, ideological, and political 
opposition. 

There have been many recent speeches, articles, and 
books 1 which explo_re in detail who are the have-nots 
of our time. There ha.s been much recent documenta
tion of why the have-~ots have become so off ended and 
embittered by their powerlessness to deal with the pro
found inequities and injustices pervading their daily 
lives. But there has been very little analysis of the 
content of the current controversial slogan: "citizen 
participation" or "maximum feasible participation." In 
short: What is citizen participation and what is its 
relationship to the social imperatives of our time? 

Citizen Partfripation is Citizen Power 
~ecause the question has been a bone of political conten
~10~, most of the answers have been purposely buried 
~ innocuous euphemisms like "self-help" or "citizen 
involvement." Still others have been embellished with 
misleading rhetoric like '"absolute control" which is 
something no one-including the President of the 

She~ R. Arnstein is Director of Community Development 
Studies for The Commons, a non-profit research institute in 
Washington, D.C. and Chicago. She is a former Chief Advisor 
on Citizen Participation in HUD's Model Cities Administra
tion and ha1 served as Staff Consultant to the President's 
Committee on Juvenile Delinquency, Special Assistant to the 
Auistant Secretary of HEW, and Washington Editor of 
Curru,t Matazi,r,. 
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United ~tates-has or can have. Between Wld 
euphemISms and exacerbated rhetoric, even ~ 
have found it difficult to follow the controve ~ 
the headline reading p~blic, it is simply bcv,,;:L_~• 
. ~y answ:r. to ~e ~1tical what question is sim 1""' 

atizen part1apatlon 1s a categorical term for P ~ ~ 
power. It is the redistribution of power that cnab~ 
have-not citizens, presently excluded from the po~ 
and economic. processes, to be deliberately included ii 
the future. It 1s the strategy by which the have-nots · · 
in ?~termining how information is shared, goals : 
pol1aes are set, tax resources are allocated, programs 
operated, and benefits ~~e contracts and patronage : 
parceled_ou~. In sho~, 1t IS the means by which theyC111 
mduce significant soaal reform which enables them tc 

share in the benefits of the affluent society. 

EMPTY RITUAL VERSUS Bl!Nlffl i 
There is a criticai difference !::et-:-:ee.."1 going through ~: 
empty ritual of participation and having the real power: 
needed to affect the outcome of the process. This, 
difference is brilliantly capsulized in a poster painl?d: 
last spring by the , French students to explain tlu 
s~de?t-worker rebellion. 2 

( See Figure 1.) The posu' 
h1ghl1ghts the fundamental point that participatiH 
without redistribution of power is an empty and frm-! 
trating process for the powerless. It allows the _power-; 
holders to claim that all sides were considered, !ul 
makes it possible for only some of those sides to benCDL 
It maintains the status quo. Essentially, it is what lw• 

FIGURE 1 French Student Poiter. In Engliih, I par1iciP-' 
yo11 participate; he participateJ; we par11(JP-' 
you participate ... They p_ro(lt. 
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Eight Rungs on a Ladd~r of Citiztn Partici
pation 

been happening in most of the 1,000 Community Action 
Programs, and what promises to be repeated in the vast 
majority of the 150 Model Gties programs. 

Types of Participation ana "NonPartidpation'' 
A typology of eight !~:•~ls of oarticioation mav help in 
analysis of this confused iss~e. F~r illustrative pur· 
poses the eight types are arI'3:flged in a ladder pattern 
with each rung corresponding to the extent of citizens' 
power in determining the end product. 3 

( See Figure 2.) 
The bottom rungs of the ladder are ( 1) Manipula

tion and ( 2) Therapy. These two rungs describe levels 
of "non-participation" that have been contrived by some 
to substitute for genuine participation. Their real ob
jective is not to enable people to participate in planning 
or conducting programs, but to enable powerholders to 
"educate" or "cure" the participants. Rungs 3 and 4 
progress to levels of "tokenism" that allow the have
nots to hear and to have a voice: ( 3) Informing and 
( 4) Cons11ltation. When they are proffered by power
holders as the total extent of participation, citizens may 
indeed hear and be heard. But under these conditions 
they lack the power to insure that their views will be 
heeded by the powerful. When participation is re
stricted to these levels, there is no followthrough, no 
"muscle," hence no assurance of changing the status 
quo. Rung ( 5) Placation, is simply a higher level 
tokenism because the groundrules allow have-nots to 
advise, but retain for the powerholders the continued 
right to decide. 
. Further up the ladder are levels of citizen power with 
increasing degrees of decision-making clout. Citizens 

ARNSTEIN 

can enter into a ( 6) Partnership that enables them to 
negotiate and engage in trade-offs with traditional 
powerholders. .At the topmost rungs, (7) Delegatid 
Power and ( 8) Citizen Control, have-not citizens obtain 
the majority of decision-making seats, or full managerial 
power. 

Obviously, the eight-rung ladder is a simplification, 
but it hdps to illustrate the point that so many have 
missed--that there are significant gradations of citizen 
participation. Knowing these gradations makes it possi
ble to cut through the hyperbole to understand the 
increasingly strident demands for participation from the 
have-nots as well as the gamut of confusing responses 
from the powerholders. 

Though the typology uses oxamples from federal 
programs such as urban renewal, anti-poverty, and 
Model Cities; it could just as easily be illustrated in the 
church, currently facing demands for power from priests 
and laymen who seek to change its mission; colleges and 
universities which in some cases have become literal 
battlegrounds over the issue of student power; or public 
schools, city halls, and police departments ( or big busi
ness which is likely to be next on the expanding list of 
targets). The undc.rlying issues are essentially the same 
-"nobodies" in several arenas are trying to become 
"somebodies" with enough power to make the target 
institutions responsive to their views, aspirations, and 
needs. 

LIMITATIONS OF THE TYPOLOGY 

The ladder juxtaposes powerless citizens with the 
powerful in order to highlight the fundamental di
visions between them. 1n aci.uality, ne:the:.-the .have-nots 
nor the powerholders are homogeneous blocs. Each 
group encompasses a host of divergent points of view, 
significant cleavages, competing vested interests, and 
splintered subgroups. The justification for using such 
simplistic abstractions is that in most cases the have-nots 
really do perceive the powerful as a monolithic "sys
tem,·' and power holders actually do view the have-nots 
as a sea of "those people," with little comprehension of 
the class and caste differences among them. 

It should be noted that the typology does not include 
an analysis of the most significant roadblocks to achiev
ing genuine levels of participation. -These roadblocks 
lie on both sides of the simplistic fence. On the power
holders' side, they include racism, paternalism, and 
resistance to power redistribution. On the have-nots' 
side, they include inadequacies of the poor community's 
political socioeconomic infrastructure and knowledge
base, plus difficulties of organizing a representative and 
accountable citizens' group in the face of futility, 
alienation, and distrust. 

Another caution about the eight separate rungs on the 
ladder: In the real world of people and programs, there 
might be 150 rungs with less sharp and "pure" distinc
tions among them. Furthermore, some of the character
istics used to illustrate each of the eight types might be 
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applicable to other rungs. For example, employment of 
the have-nots in a program or on a planning staff could 
occur at any of the eight rungs and could represent 
either a legitimate or illegitimate characteristic of citi
zen participation. Depending on their motives, power
holders can hire poor people to coopt them, to placate 
them, or to utilize the have-nots' special skills and 
insights.• Some mayors, in private, actually boast of 
their strategy in hiring militant black leaders to muzzle 
them while destroying their credibility in the black 
community. 

Characteristics and Iilustrations 
It is in this context of power and powerlessness that the 
characteristics of the eight rungs are illustrated by 
examples from current federal social programs. 

1. MANIPULATION 

In the name of citizen participation, people are placed 
on rubberstamp advisory committees or advisory boards 
for the express purpose of "educating" them or engi-. 
neering their support. Instead of genuine citizen par
ticipation, the bottom rung of the ladder signifies the 
distortion of participation into a public relations vehicle 
by powerholders. 

This illusory form of "participation" initiaiiy came 
into vogue with ·urban renewal when the socially elite 
were invited by city housing officials to serve on Citizen 
Advisory Committees ( CACs). Another target of ma
nipulation were the CAC subcommittees on minority 
groups, which in theory were to protect the rights of 
Negroes in the renewal program. In practice, these 
subcommittees, like their parent CACs, functioned 
mostly is letterheads, trotted forward at appropriate 
times to promote ur~an renewal plans ( in recent years 
known 1S Negro remo'~ plans). 

At meetings of the Citizen Advisory Committees, it 
was the officials who educated, persuaded, and advised 
the citizens, not the reverse. Federal guidelines for the 
renewal programs legitimized the manipulative agenda 
by emphasizing the terms "information-gathering," 
"public rdations," and "support" as the explicit func
tions of the committees. 3 

This style of nonparticipation has since been applied 
to other programs encompassing the poor. Examples of 
this are seen in Community Action Agencies ( CAAs) 
which have created structures called "neighborhood 
councils" or ··neighborhood advisory groups." These 
bodies frequently have no legitimate function or power. 0 

The CAAs use them to "prove" that "grassroots 
people" are involved in the program. But the program 
may not have been discussed with "the people." Or it 
may have been described at a meeting in the most 
general terms; "We need your signatures on this pro
posal for a multiservice center which will house, under 
one roof, doctors from the health department, workers 
from the welfare department, and specialists from the 
employment service." 
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h . inf ~' T e sxgnators are not ormed that the i 2 -•~ 
per-year center will only refer residents to the aiilli 
waiting lines at the same old agencies across to~ 
one is asked if such a referral center is really n~· 
his neig~r~ood: No one r~izes that the COntr2c 
for the buildmg 1s the mayor s brother-in-law 
the new director of the center will be the same ~l~r e 
munity organization specialist from the urban ro,: 
agency. 

After signing their names, the proud grassroexr 
dutifully spread the word that they have "participate: 
in bringing a new and wonderful center to the neighbc 
hood to provide people with drastically needed jobs u. 
health and welfare services. Only after the ribbo: 
cutting ceremony do the members of the neighbor~ 
council realize that they didn't ask the important quc 
tions, and that they had no technical advisors of the 
own to help them grasp the fine legal print. The ne
center, which is open 9 to 5 on weekdays only, actuai; 

adds to their problems. Now the old agencies a.cIQ 

town won't talk with them unless they have a pink pape 
slip to prove that they have been referred by "their 
shiny new neighborhood center. 

Unfortunately, this chicanery is not a unique exampk 
Instead it is almost typical of what has been perpetntec 
in the n:une of high-sounding rhetoric like "grassroxi 
participation." This sham lies at the heart of the deq:
seated exasperation and hostility of the have-na: 
toward the powerholders. 

One hopeful note is that, having been so grosv 
affronted, some citizens have learned the Mickey Mouse 
game, and now they too know how to play. As a rcsu: 
of this knowledge, they are demanding genuine levc! 
of participation to assure them that J?Ublic programs are 
relevant to their needs and responsive to their priorities. 

2. THERAP'T 

In some respects group therapy, masked as citizen par· 
ticipation, should be on the lowest rung of the Ia~d~ 
because it is both dishonest and arrogant. Its adm1ms· 
trators-mental health experts from social workers to 

psychiatrists-assume that powerlessness is synonymous 
with mental illness. On this assumption, under a mas· 
querade of involving citizens in planning, the e.xpero 
subject the citizens to clinical group therapy. Whal 
makes this form of "participation" so invidious is thl1 
citizens are engaged in extensive activity, but the focus 
of it is on curing them of their "pathology" rather than 
changing the racism and victimization that create the!! 
"pathologies." . 

Consider an incident that occurred in Pennsylvl!lll 
less than one year ago. When a father took his seriously 
ill baby to the emergency clinic of a local hospit:i.l, 1 

young resident physician on duty instructed him to ~ 
the baby home and feed it sugar water. The baby died 
that afternoon of pneumonia and dehydration. 1'!J( 

overwrought father complained to the board of the iocil 
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Community Action Agency. Instead of launching an 
investigation of the hospital to determine what changes 
would prevent similar deaths or other forms of mal
practice, the board invited the father to attend the 
CAA's (therapy) child-care sessions for parents, and 
promised him that someone would "telephone the hos
pital director to see that it never happens again." 

Less dramatic, but more common examples of 
therapy, masquerading as citizen participation, may be 
seen in public housing programs where tenant groups 
are used as vehicles for promoting control-your-child or 
cleanup campaigns. The tenants are brought together 
to help them "adjust their values and attitudes to those 
of the larger society." Under these groundrules, they 
are diverted from dealing with such important matters 
as: arbitrary evictions; segregation of the housing proj
ect; or why is there a three-month time lapse to get a 
broken window replaced in winter. 

The complexity of the concept of mental illness in 
our time can be seen in the experiences of student/civil 
rights workers facing guns, whips, and other forms of 
terror in the South. They needed the help of socially 
attuned psychiatrists to deal with their fears and to avoid 
paranoia.7 

3. INFORMING 

Informing citizens of their rights, responsibilities, and 
options can be the most important first step toward 
legitimate citizen participation. However, too frequently 
the emphasis is placed on a one-way flow of information 
-from officials to citizens-with no channel provided 
for feedback and no power for negotiation. Under these 
conditions, particularly when information is provided at 
a late stage in planning, people have little opportunity 
to influence the program designed "for their benefit." 
The most frequent tools used for such one-way com
munication are the news media, pamphlets, posters, and 
responses to inquiries. . 

Meetings can also be turned into vehicles for one-way 
communication by the simple device of providing super
ficial information, discouraging questions, or giving 
irrelevant answers. At a recent Model Cities citizen 
planning meeting in Providence, Rhode Island, the topic 
was "tot-lots." A group of elected citizen representa
tives, almost all of whom were attending three to five 
meetings a week, devoted an hour to a discussion of the 
placement of six tot-lots. The neighborhood is half 
black, half white. Several of the black representatives 
noted that four tot-lots were proposed for the white 
district and only two for the black. The city official 
responded with a lengthy, highly technical explanation 
about costs per square foot and available property. It 
was clear that most of the residents did not understand 
his explanation. And it was clear to observers from the 
Office of Economic Opportunity that other options did 
exist which, considering available funds, would have 
brought about a more equitable distribution of facilities. 
Intimidated by futility, legalistic jargon, and prestige of 
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the official, the citizens accepted the "information" and 
endorsed the agency's proposal to place four lots in the 
white neighborhood. 8 

4. CONSULTATION 

Inviting citizens'· opinions, like informing them, can be 
a legitimate step toward their full participation. But if 
consulting them is not combined with other modes of 
participation, this rung of the ladder is still a sham since 
it offers no assurance that citizen concerns and ideas will 
be taken into account. The most frequent methods used 
for consulting people are attitude surveys, neighborhood 
meetings, and public hearings. 

When powerholders restrict the input of citizens· 
ideas solely to this level, participation remains just a 
window-dressing ritual. People are primarily perceived 
as statistical abstractions, and participation is measured 
by how many come to meetings, take brochures home, 
or answer a questionnaire. What citizens achieve in all 
this activity is that they have "participated in participa
tion." And what power holders achieve is the evidence 
that they have gone through the required motions of 
involving "those people." 

Attitude surveys hive become a particular bone of 
contention in ghetto neighborhoods. Residents are in
creasingly unhappy about the number of times per week 
they are surveyed about their problems and hopes. As 
one woman put it: "Nothing ever happens with those 
damned questions, except the surveyer gets $3 an hour, 
and my washing doesn't get done that day." In some 
communities, residents are so annoyed that they are 
demanding a fee for research interviews. 

Attitude surveys are not·very valid indiotors of com
munity opinion when used without other input from 
citizens. Survey after survey (paid for out of anti
poverty funds) has "documented" that poor housewives 
most want tot-lots in their neighborhood where young 
children can play safely. But most of the women an
swered these questionnaires without knowing what their 
options were. They assumed that if they asked for 
something small, they might just get something useful 
in the neighborhood. Had the mothers known that a 
free prepaid health insurance plan was a possible option, 
they might not have put tot-lots so high on their wish 
lists. 

A classic misuse of the consultation rung occurred at 
a New Haven, Cc;nnecticut, community meeting held to 
consult citizens on a proposed Model Cities grant. 
James V. Cunningham, in an unpublished report to 
the Ford Foundation, described the crowd as large and 
"mostly hostile:" • 

Members of The Hill Parents Association de
manded to know why residents had not partici
pated in drawing up the proposal. CAA director 
Spitz explained that it was merely a proposal for 
seeking Federal planning funds--that once funds 
were obtained, residents would be deeply involved 
in the planning. An outside observer who sat in 
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attests to the already cited criticisms of non-policy
making policy boards and ambiguous complicated struc
tures, in addition to the following findings: 

1. Most CDAs did not negotiate citizen par
ticipation requirements with residents. 

2. Citizens, drawing on past negative experi
ences with local powerholders, were extremely sus
picious of this new panacea program. They were legiti
mately distrustful of city hall's motives. 

3. Most CDAs were not working with citizens' 
groups that were genuinely representative of model 
neighborhoods and accountable to neighborhood con
stituencies. As in so many of the paverty programs, 
those who were involved were more representative of 
the upwardly mobile working-class. Thus their ac
quiescence to plans prepared by city agencies was not 
likely to reflect the views of the unemployed, the young, 
the more militant residents, and the hard-core poor. 

4. Residents who were participating in as many 
as three to five meetings per week were unaware of their 
minimum rights, responsibilities, and the options avail
able to them under the program. For example, they did 
not realize that they were not required to accept techni
cal help from city technicians they distrusted. 

S. Most of the technical assistance provided by 
CDAs and city agencies was of third-rate quality, 
paternalistic, and condescending. Agency technicians 
did not suggest innovative options. They reacted bu
reaucratically when the residents pressed for innovative 
approaches. The vested interests of the old-line city 
agencies were a major-albeit hidden-agenda. 

6. Most CDAs were not engaged in planning 
that was comprehensive enough to expose and deal with 
the roots of urban decay. They engaged in "meetingitis" 
and were supporting strategies that resulted in '"proj
ectitis," the outcome of which was a "laundry list" of 
traditional programs to be conducted by traditional 
agencies in the traditional manner under which slums 
emerged in the first place. 

7. Residents were not getting enough informa
tion from CDAs to enable them to review. CDA de
veloped plans or to initiate plans of their own as re
quired by HUD. At best, they were getting superficial 
information. At worst, they were not even getting 
copies of official HUD materials. 

8. Most residents were unaware of their rights 
to be reimbursed for expenses incurred because of par
ticipation-babysitting, transportation costs, and so on. 

9. The training of residents, which would en
able them to understand the labyrinth of the federal
state-city systems and networks of subsystems, was an 
item that most CDAs did not even consider. 

These findings led to a new public interpretation of 
HUD· s approach to citizen participation. Though the 
requirements for the seventy-five "second-round" Model 
City grantees were not changed, HUD's twenty-seven 
page technical bulletin on citizen participation repeat
edly advocated that cities share power with residents. 
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It also urged CDAs to experiment with subcontx 
under which the residents' groups could hire their < 
trusted technicians. 

A more recent evaluation was circulated in Febn 
1969 by OST!, a private firm that entered into a , 
tract with OEO to provide technical assistance and tr: 
ing to citizens involved in Model Cities programs in 
northeast region of the country. OSTI's repart to O 
corroborates the earlier study. In addition it state~ 

In practically no Model Cities structure does citi 
zen participation mean truly shared decision 
making, such that citizens might view themselve
as "the partners in this program .... " 

In general, citizens-are finding it impossible tc 
have a significant impact on the comprehensiv< 
planning which is going on. In most cases the staf 
planners of the CDA and the planners of existin! 
agencies are carrying out the actual planning witt 
citizens having a peripheral role of watchdog and 
ultimately, the "rubber stamp" of the plan gen· 
erated. In cases where citizens have the direct 
responsibility for generating program plans, the 
time period_ allowed and the independent technical 
resources being made available to them are not 
adequate to allow them to do anything more than 
generate very traditional approaches to the prob
lems they are attempting to solve. 

In general,- little or no thought has been given 
to the means of insuring continued citizen partici
pation during the stage of implementation. In 
most cases, traditional agencies are envisaged as the 
implementors of Model Cities programs and few 
mechanisms hav~ been developed for encouraging 
organizational change or change in the method of 
program delivery within these agencies or for in
suring that citizens will have some influence over 
these agencies as they implement Model Cities 
programs .... 

By and large, people are once again being 
planned for. In most situations the major plan
ning decisions are being made by CDA staff and 
approved in a formalistic way by palicy boards. 

6. PARTNERSI

At this rung of the ladder, power is in fact redistribut 
through negotiation between citizens and powerholde 
They agree to share planning and decision-maki 
responsibilities through such structures as joint pol 
boards, planning committees and mechanisms for · 
solving impasses. After the groundrules have be 
established through some form of give-and-take, th 
are not subject to unilateral change. 

Partnership can work most effectively when there 
an organized power-base in the community to which t 
citizen leaders are accountable; when the citizens gro1 
has the financial resources to pay its leaders reasonal 
honoraria for their time-consuming efforts; and wh 
the group has the resources to hire ( and fire) its °' 
technicians, lawyers, and community organizers. Wi 
these ingredients, citizens have some genuine bargai 
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ing influence over the outcome of the plan ( as long as 
both parties find it useful to maintain the partnership) . 
One c~mmunity leader described it "like coming to city 
hall with hat on head instead of in hand." 

In the Model Gties program only about fifteen of the 
so-called first generation of seventy-five cities have 
rea~hed some signifia.nt degree of power-sharing with 
residents. In all but one of those cities, it was angry 
c1t1zen demands, rather than city initiative, that led to 
the negotiated sharing of power. 13 The negotiations 
were_ triggered by citizens who had been enraged by 
previous forms of alleged participation. They were both 
angry and sophisticated enough to refuse to be "conned" 
again. They threatened to oppose the awarding of a 
planning grant to the city. They sent delegations to 
HUD . in_ Washington. They used abrasive language. 
Negotiation took place under a cloud of suspicion and 
rancor. 

In most cases where power has come to be shared it 
was taken by the citizens, not given by the city. There 
is nothing new about that process. Since those who have 
power normally want to hang onto it, historically it has 
had to be wrested by the powerless rather than proffered 
by the powerful. 

Such a working partnership was negotiated by the 
residents in the Philadeiphi.:. model neighborhood. Like 
most applia.nts for a .¥ode! Gties grant, Philacylphia 
wrote its more than 400 page application and waved it 
at a hastily called meeting of community leaders. When 
thos~ present were asked for an endorsement, they 
angrily protested the city's failure to consult them on 
preparation of the extensive application. A community 
spokes~an threatened to mobilize a neighborhood pro
test a~~mst the application unless the city agreed to give 
the citizens a couple of w~eks to review the application 
and recommend changes. 1?he officials agreed. 

At their next meeting, citizens handed the city offi
cials a substitute citizen participation section that 
changed the groundrules from a weak citizens' ad
visory role to a strong shared power agreement. Phila
delphia's application to HUD included the citizens' 
substitution word for word. ( It also included a new 
citizen prepared introductory chapter that changed the 
city's description of the model neighborhood from a 
paternalistic description of problems to a realistic analy
sis of its strengths, weaknesses, and potentials. ) 

Consequently, the proposed policy-making committee 
of the Philadelphia CDA was revamped to give five out 
of eleven seats to the residents' organization, which is 
called the Area Wide Council ( A WC). The A WC 
obtained a subcontract from the CDA for more than 
$20,000 per month, which it used to maintain the neigh
borhood organization, to pay citizen leaders $7 per 
meet~ng for their planning services, and to pay the 
salanes of a staff of community organizers, planners, 
and other technicians. A WC has the power to initiate 
plans of its own, to engage in joint planning with CDA 
committees, and to review plans initiated by city agen-
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cies. It has a veto power in that no plans · ~ · 
mitted by the CDA to the city council untC:' 
been reviewed, and any differences of opinion ~ 
successfully negotiated with the A WC. Re halt 
of the A WC ( which is a federation of P. 

Wl 

. . n~g 
organizations grouped into sixteen · 
"h b ") ne1g u s_ may ~end all meetings of CDA task 
plannmg corrumttees, or subcommittees. 

Though the city council has final veto power 
pl~ ( by federal law), the A WC believes i~ 
neighborhood constituency that is strong 

. ~~~ 
ne_gotiate_ any eleventh-hour objections the city 
might_ raise when it considers such A WC pro~ 
novations as an A WC Land Bank, an A WC Eco 
D~elopment Corporation, and an experimental i 
mamtenance program for 900 poor families. 

7. DELEGATID 

Negotiations between citizens and public officials 
also result in citizens achieving dominant d · · 
making authority over a particular plan or pro 
Mo_del ~~ty policy boards or CAA delegate agencies 
whi~h C1t1zens have a clear majority of seats and gen · 
specified powers are typical examples. At this level, 
ladder has been scaled to the point where citizens 
the significant cards to assure accountability of the F• 
gram to them. To resolve differences, powerhol 
need to start the bargaining process rather than res 
to pressure from the other end. 

Such a dominant decision-making role has been 
tained by residents in a handful of Model Cities ind 
ing Cambridge, Massachusetts; Dayton, and Col 
Ohio; Minneapolis, Minnesota; St. Louis, Missouri: 
Hartford and New Haven, Connecticut; and Oakland. ,. 
California. ' 

In New Haven, residents of the Hill neighborhood • 
have created a corporation that has been delegated thr 1· 

po~er to p~epare the entire Model Cities plan. The city. ' 
which received a $117,000 planning grant from HUD, 
has subcontracted $110,000 of it to the neighborhood 
corporation to hire its own planning staff and consul· 
tants. The Hill Neighborhood Corporation has dcven 
representatives on the twenty-one-member CDA l,o3td 
~hi~ assures it a majority voice when its proposed pbn 
is reviewed by the CDA. 

Another model of delegated power is separate 111d 
parallel groups of citizens and powerholders, with pro
vision for citizen veto if differences of opinion o.nn<i 
be resolved through negotiation. This is a particula.dr 
interesting coe.."Cistence model for hostile citizen group! 
too embittered toward city hall-as a result of ~ 
"collaborative efforts"--to engage in joint planning, 

Since all Model Cities programs require approval bf 
the city council before HUD will fund them, city coUl1" 
cils have final veto powers even when citizens have tbt 
majority of seats on the CDA Board. In Riclunoad. 
California, the city council agreed to a citizens' countcf_ 
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veto, but the details of that agreement are ambiguous 
and have not been tested. 

Various delegated power arrangements are also 
emerging in the Community Action Program as a result 
of demands from the neighborhoods and OEO's most 
recent instruction guidelines which urged CAAs "to 
exceed (the) basic requirements" for resident participa
tion. 1• In some cities, CAAs have issued subcontracts to 
resident dominated groups to plan and/or operate one or 
more decentralized neighborhood program components 
like a multipurpose service center or a Headstart pro
gram. These contracts usually include an agreed upon 
line-by-line budget and program specifications. They 
also usually include a specific statement of the significant 
powers that have been delegated, for example: policy
making; hiring and firing; issuing subcontracts for 
building, buying, or leasing. ( Some of the subcontracts 
are so broad that they verge on models for citizen 
control.) 

8. cmZEN CONTROL 

Demands for community controlled schools, black con
trol, and neighborhood control are on the increase. 
Though no one in the nation has absolute control, it_ is 
very important that the rhetoric not be confused with 
i<1tent. People are simply demanding that de~r_ee of 
pcwer ( or control) which guarantees th3:t p~rt1~pants 
or residents can govern a program or an mstttut1on, be 
in full charge of policy and managerial aspects, and be 
able to negotiate the conditions under which "outsiders" 
may change them. 

A neighborhood corporation with no intermediaries 
between it and the source of funds is the .model most 
frequently advocated. A small number of such exp~
mental corporations are already producing goods and/or 
social services. Several others are reportedly in the 
development stage, and new models for control will 
undoubtedly emerge as the have-nots continue to press 
for greater degrees of power over their lives. 

Though the bitter struggle for community control of 
the Ocean Hill-Brownsville schools in New York City 
has aroused great fears in the headline reading public, 
less publicized experiments are demonstrating that the 
have-nots can indeed ~ove their lot by handling the 
entire job of planning, policy-making, and managing a 
program. Some are even demonstrating that they can do 
all this with just one arm because they are forced to use 
their other one to deal with a continuing barrage of local 
opposition triggered by the announcement that a federal 
grant has been given to a community group or an all 
black group. 

Most of these experimental programs have been capi
talized with research and demonstration funds from the 
Office of Economic Opportunity in cooperation with 
other federal agencies. Examples include: 

1. A $1.8 million grant was awarded to the 
Hough Area Development Corporation in Cleveland to 
plan economic development programs in the ghetto and 
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to develop a series of economic enterprises ranging from 
a novel combination shopping-center-public-housing 
project to a loan guarantee program for local building 
contractors. The membership and board of the non• 
profit corporation is composed of leaders of major com
munity organizations in the black neighborhood. 

2. Approximately S 1 million ($595,751 for the 
second year) was awarded to the Southwest Alabama 
Farmers Cooperative Association ( SW AFCA) in Selma, 
Alabama, for a ten-county marketing cooperative for 
food and livestock. Despite local attempts to intimidate 
the coop ( which included the use of force to stoF 
trucks on the way to market), first year membershif 
grew to 1,150 farmers who earned $52,000 on the salt 
of their new crops. The elected coop board is composed 
of two poor black farmers from each of the ten economi
cally depressed counties. 

3. Approximately $600,000 ($300,000 in a 
supplemental grant) was granted to the Albina Cor· 
poration and the Albina Investment Trust to create ~ 

black-operated, black-owned manufacturing concern us· 
ing inexperienced management and unskilled minority 
group personnel from the Albina district. The profit
making wool and;.~etal fabrication plant will be owneci 
by its employees through a deferred compensation trust 
plan. 

4. Approximately $800,000 ($400,000 for the 
second year) was awarded to the Harlem Common 
wealth Council to demonstrate that a community-base, 
development corporation can catalyze and implement ar 
economic development program with broad communit) 
support and participation. After only eighteen month: 
of program developrnent a1cd negotiation, the counci 
will soon launch several large-scale ventures includinJ 
operation of two supermarkets, an auto service anc 
repair center ( with built-in manpower training pro 
gram), a finance company for families earning !es: 
than $4,000 per year, and a data processing company 
The all black Harlem-based board is already managin; 
a metal castings foundry. 

Though several citizen groups ( and their mayors 
use the rhetoric of citizen control, no Model City ca1 
meet the criteria of citizen control since final approva 
power and accountability rest with ~he city council. 

Daniel P. Moynihan argues that city councils ar 
representative of the community, but Adam Walinsk 
illustrates the nonrepresentativeness of this kind o 
representation: 15 

Who ... exercises "control" through the repre
sentative process? In the Bedford-Stuyvesant ghetto 
of New York there are 450,000 people-as many 
as in the entire city of Cincinnati, more than in 
the entire state of Vermont. Yet the area has only 
one high school, and 80 per cent of its teen-agers 
are dropouts; the infant mortality rate is tw~ce_ the 
national average; there are over 8000 buildmgs 
abandoned by everyone but the rats, yet the area 
received not one dollar of urban renewal funds 



during the entire first 15 years of that program's 
operation; the unemployment rate is known only 
to God. 

Oearly, Bedford-Stuyvesant has some special 
needs; yet it has always been lost in the midst of 
the city's eight million. In fact, it took a lawsuit 
to win for this vast area, in the year 1968, its 
first Congressman. In what sense can the repre
sentative system be said to have "spoken for" this 
community, during the long years of neglect and 
decay? 

Walinsky's point on Bedford-Stuyvesant has general 
applicability to the ghettos from coast to coast. It is 
therefore likely that in those ghettos where residents 
have achieved a significant degree of power in the 
Model Cities planning process, the first-year action plans 
will· call for the creation of some new community 
institutions entirely governed by residents with a speci
fied sum of money contracted to them. If the ground
rules for these programs are clear and if citizens under
stand that achieving a genuine place in the pluralistic 
scene subjects them to its legitimate forms of give-and
take, then these kinds of programs might begin to 
demonstrate how to counteract the various corrosive 
political and socioeconomic forces that plague the poor. 

In cities likely to become predominantly black 
through population growth, it is unlikely that strident 
citizens' groups like A WC of Philadelphia will even
tually demand legal power for neighborhood self
government. Their grand design is more likely to call 
for a black city hall, achieved by the elective process. 
In cities destined to remain predominantly white for the 
foreseeable future, it is quite likely that counterpart 
groups to A WC will press for separatist forms of 
neighborhood government that can create and control 
decentralized public set:v,i~es such as police protection, 
education systems, and ~1iea.J.t facilities. Much may 
depend on the willingness otW governments to enter
tain demands for resource ~tion weighted in favor 
of the poor, reversing groslunbalances of the past. 

Among the arguments agai~ community control are: 
it supports separatism; it creates balkanization of public 
services; it is more costly and less efficient; it enables 
minority group "hustlers" to be just as opportunistic 
and disdainful of the have-nots as their white prede
cessors; it is incompatible with merit systems and pro
fessionalism; and ironically enough, it can turn out to be 
a new Mickey Mouse game for the have-nots by allow
ing them to gain control but not allowing them suffi
cient dollar resources to succeed. 14 These arguments are 
not to be taken lightly. But neither can we take lightly 
the arguments of embittered advocates of community 
control-that every other means of trying to end their 
victimization has failed! 

NOTBS 

1 The literature on poverty :ind discrimin:ition :ind their effects 
on people is exteruive. As m ,ntroduction, the following will be 
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helpful: B. H. Bagdikiao 111 1h, MiaJ1 of Pt,,, 11• ;,, Am"ica (New York: Beacon. 1964); Paul j 
Brutaliziog of .America.," Dium1, XI (Autumn 1964) 
Stokely Carmichael and Oiarles V. Hamilton. BLid p p., 
Poiiticr of liber111io,r i11 Am"it:a (New York: lwidora· · 
1967); Eldridge Oeaver, So11J 011 Ic-, (New York: 
1968); L J. Duhl, Th, Urban Conai1io11; P,opi, aJ p0~ i..:.: 

Metropolis (New York: Basic Books, 1963); Wi!~ lt.,... 
and P. M. Cobbs, Bwit Rag, (New York: Basic Boob, l~ 
Michael Harrington, Th, Other Ammc11: Pot11rt7 ;,, ,,,_ IJi ·•. 
S1111,1 (New York: Macmillan, 1962); Peter Marris and 11~· 
Rein, DilemmM of SociaJ Reform: Pot1erly and Comm.,,;,

1 
~ 

;,, 1he Uniud S1111e1 (New York: Atherton Press, 1967)• ~ 
Orshanslcy, "Who's Who .Among the Poor: A Demogr:aphi( ~ 
of Poverty," SociaJ Sec11ri17 B11J/e1i11, XXVII (July 1965) \..J~ 
and Richard T. Titmuss, &11171 on 1h, Welfare S1111, (New i.,~ 
Yale University Press, 1968). ·~ 

a The poster is one of a.bout 350 produced in May or Jwie IMI 
at Atelier Populaire, a gnphics center launched by snufents ,_ 
the Sorbonne's l!cole des Beaux Art and l!cole des .Arts~ 

3 This typology is an outgrowth of a more crude typolcg I 
~.irculated in March_ 1~~7 in :1. Hl[D staff discussion paper tiiW 

Rhetonc :1.0d Reality. The earlier typology consisted of Olk 
levels that were less discrete types and did not necessarily s119a 
a chronological progression: loform, Consult, Joint Plaiiaia&, 
Negotiate, Decide, Delegate, Advocate Planning, and Nci~ 
hood Control. 

• For an article of some possible employment strategics, -. 
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I Just as urban renewal was the code
word instrument of urban displace
ment in the 50s and 60s, community 
development, sometimes called 
economic development, has, lately, in 
some places, become the catchword in
strument with an even sharper cutting 
edge. 

Although urban renewal was 
heralded and sold as a means of rid
ding cities of their slums, it obviously 
never achieved that objective. While it 
did clear slums from some parts of the 
inner city, it also uprooted hundreds of 
thousands of people, if not millions, 
and forced them to move to other parts 
of the city or into the suburbs. Despite 
the .extravagant expendirure of hun
dreds of millions of dollars and endless 
agony to many of those who were its 
victims, urban renewal merely relo
cated the slums from the inner-core 
area of the city to the next and suc
ceeding rings of neighborhoods. 

Similarly, although community de
velopment has the potential to create 
and maintain jobs and to upgrade 
neighborhoods, its record in that re
gard, at least in Detroit, is not only dis
mal, but acrually counterproductive. 
Not only have Detroit's community de
velopment projects failed to increase 
the number of jobs available, they have 
produced other negative consequences 
that, taken collectively, arc destroying 
the social fabric of the city. In.Detroit's 
efforts to implement community de- .; 
velopment, it has granted extensive 
tax abatements and other financial in
centives primarily to big business; it 
has uprooted thousands of families and 
small businesses, usually against their 
will; it has ruined cohesive, multi
ethnic neighborhoods, however poor; 
it has weakened the city's general fund 
and thereby imperiled the city's finan
cial future. And, it has done all this at 
the direct expense of the other resi
dents of the city whose neighborhoods 
and adjacent commercial strips have 
been severely neglected in order to help 
pay for the community development 
elsewhere in the city. 

Perhaps community development 
has worked well or been applied con-

MEL RAVITZ is a member oft~ De
troit City Council. 
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structively in some other cities; it has 
not in Detroit. There, community de
velopment has been a bane rather than 
a blessing. It has done inestimable 
basic damage to the ordinary people of 
the city-physically, financially, 
psychologically, and socially. 

~u, Major reasons for the failure of com
; munity development in Detroit have 

been twofold: I) the utter lack of any 
comprehensive plan to guide the city's 
growth in an orderly, rational way, and 
2) the preoccupation of the city admin
istration, with a public policy that em
phasizes a filter-down, subsidized ap
proach to selected companies and parts 
of the city to the neglect of its neigh
bc>Jhoods and without regard for their 
social cohesion. 

Although the 1973 City Charter un
realistically required the City Planning 
Department to produce a master plan 

Not only have Detroit's 
community development 
projects failed to increase 
the number of jobs 
available, they are 
destroying the social 
fabric of the city. 

within a year of the effective date of 
the new charter, not only was that not 
done but, to date, Detroit struggles 
along under a master plan that was 
originally devised decades ago and is 
currently irrelevant. The truth is that 
the present city administration, with 
50,000 or more vacant, city-owned 
lots at its disposal, prefers to operate 
on an ad hoc basis and does not appear 
to want to be confined or limited to the 
rationality of a current, forward-looking 
master plan. 

Some observers suggest that the pre
sent mayor perceives planning to consist 
of a developer deciding to build some
thing, and then the mayor assigning 
his comr11unity nnd economic develop
ment staff to work out the steps neces
sary to make the developer's desires 
happen, even if this means disrupting 
or even destroying whole neighbor
hoods and displacing people from their 

homes, or even their graves, in order 
to make way for the new project. All 
the developer has to do to command 
the mayor's attention is to promise 
jobs, even if he cannot or does not 
create them. Twice now that process 
has happened: once with the Central 
Industrial Project (Poletown) and more 
recently with the. Chrysler-Jefferson 
Project. It is also rumored likely to 
occur again in southwest Detroit as the 
mayor seeks to clear the way for a new 
entrance to and from the Ambassador 
Bridge to Canada. 

The point to be emphasized is that 
ever since the new charter went into 
effect in 1974, there has been virtually 
no planning in Detroit that did not 
emanate from the personal intervention 
of the mayor and whichever persuasive 
developer caught his attention and 
claimed to have or be able to secure 
financing to implement the proposed 
project. 

The other major reason for the failure 
of community development in Detroit 
has been the particular public policy 
toward development adopted by this 
administration. To identify that policy 
.more clearly, it is helpful to quote 
from an article by Carl Shier that dis
tinguishes two alternative roles for city 
governments in America today: 

One is to make city go,ernment the 
handmaiden of private enterprise
to wait for private capital to in
itiate, to lead, to develop, with city 
hall responding as wetnurse to 
banks, investors, builders. and vari
ous entrepreneurs seeing them as 
benefactors who must be sub
sidized, serviced, placated, and 
stroked .. All in the name of the sa
cred words - "they will create 
jobs." This is the familiar role 
played by every big city administra-
tion .... 

The alternative role for city gov
ernment is to invest in its people by 
improving public services and the 
infrastructure that supports them. 
Such people-oriented inve,tment 
Improves education, job training, 
health, transportation, housing, rec
reation, welfare, sanitation. envi
ronment, arts and culture and all 1r--.. 
else that makes for a more en-·,~ · 
lightened, healthy and progressive '\.. 
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population. Such a policy gives a 
city a reputation for quality that at
tracts private investment .... Such 
a city does not have to hustle two
bit builders and fast-buck develop
ers to come and do it a favor. The 
city's social atmosphere and quality 
business climate speak for them
selves. In such a city, business is 
prepared to pay for what it gets, in
cluding paying taxes commensurate 
to services received. 

There can be no doubt which role the 
mayor of Detroit has been playing for 
too many years. 

As a result of the public policy prac
ticed, community development in De
troit has been a failure. Major efforts 
and enormous resources have been 
used to attract and aid big business and 
to use tax abatements, tax increment 
districts, and other economic incentives 
as a lure to build up the downtown and 
river-front areas, as well as the Gen
eral Motors and Chrysler development 
projects. All this ultimately has been at 
the expense of the city's neighbor
hoods and their social solidarity. 

The subsidy approach has been tried 
'mt it has not worked. Instead of pro-

c1cing more jobs that would have 
oeen a significant justification, the 
large corporations have directly bene
fited from these economic subsidies 
and political strokings and have elimi
nated over 50,000 jobs since 1~75. 
With vastly reduced city revenues and 
with immense debts incurred in order 
to provide the subsidies, the city's 
neighborhoods have suffered. They 
have been neglected, even exploited, 
some to the point of total devastation, 
all to the point where more and more 
disillusioned residents and small 
businesses are steadily moving away. 

CODE WORD: "COMMUNITY 
DEVELOPMENT" 
A review of some of the particular 
community development projects of 
the past ten years and of some of those 
currently underway demonstrates what. 
has happened both to jobs and neigh
borhoods, indeed to the city. 

Perhaps the best known Detroit de
velopment of the past decade, the Cen
trnl lndustrlnl Project, known more 
~miliarly as the Poletown Project, 
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began in the late seventies. A large, 
465 acre, multi-ethnic neighborhood 
adjacent to the enclave of Hamtramck 
was ultimately cleared to make way 
for a modem General Motors assembly 
plant. While it is true that the neighbor
hood was neither affluent nor new, it 
was home to several thousand people 
and small businesses. Its population 
consisted of both Black and white resi
dents with a fair measure of older 
Polish and some Yemeni and Albanian 
people among other nationalities. 1\vo 
Catholic and several Protestant churches 
and many neighborhood taverns were the 
focal points of community relationships. 

In its eagerness to attract this GM 
. plant and to acquire the 6,000 jobs 
promised, the city borrowed money 
from the federal government, dug into 
its own general fund, mortgaged its 
block grant funds, and to date has 
spent well over" $200l)OO,OOO to a~
quire the property and . prepai;e it and 

. the auxiliary road system to enable a 
modem assembly plant to locate there. 

Excitement ran high at the prospect 
of 6,000 jobs and the spin-off reve
nues from them to the city in the form 
of income a11d property taxes. Unfortu
nately, the jobs materialized only for a 
few months in 1986-87. and the plant 
now employs about. 3,700 workers. 
Meanwhile, the company has closed 
its Fleetwood and Clark Street plants, 
idling thousands of other workers. The 
total cost of the project is not yet 
known. 

Another huge cost-some say be
tween fifty and a hundred million
will be added when a settlement is fi
nally reached with the Sisters of 
Mercy Corporation for the acquisition 
of St. Joseph's hospital. The aggregate 
cost of the project will reach between 
$250 million to $300 million in out
right expenses; to say nothing of the_, 
foregone revenues · of both ·property· 
and income taxes lost through abate
ments. ··· 

In addition, GM recently asked the 
city to grant another $20. 9 million tax 
abatement on new equipment, which 
would lengthen by four years the time 
period that the city will not receive full 
property taxes from the project. An im
portant trend to note here is that GM 
now appears to be asking for tnx abate
ments to help it retool for new models. 

Historically, major retooling occurs 
every three or four years in the au
tomobile industry. Now, this retooling 
has been framed in the context of 
"changes necessary to remain competi
tive in the market." Were this trend to 
take root, municipalities. with GM 
plants would almost never receive any 
significant return for their investment 
in either increased tax revenues or ad
ditional jobs. Unfortunately, a major
ity of City Council members decided 
on a second split vote to continue to 
give away city tax money without any . 
written guarantee from General 
Motors. The Council minority wanted 
the company at least to pledge to keep 
the plant open until 1997, the year the 
12-year abatements run out, to tie its 
latest abatement request to that date, 
and, if it left earlier, to pay the city's 
encumbered obligations for the project. 

It says much about the economic in
centive process and about subsidization 
of big corporations that GM was un
willing to give a commitment on any 
of the three points. GM argued that it 
could make no such commitment be
cause it did not know what the market 
would be for the cars to be built at the 
plant. The unstated but relevant point 
was that the people of Detroit should 
take the risk of the marketplace; if GM 
cars do not sell well, then Dctroiters, 
not GM stockholders, should be out 
the cost. 

To calculate the cost effectiveness 
of this Poletown project, one would 
have to assign an economic value to a 
relatively stable, multi-ethnic neigh
borhood in addition to assessing the fi
nancial price that Detroitei:s will be 
paying for the next ten years or more. 
A cruder cost measure, which does not 
take into account the human dimen
sions of this massive project and the 
anguish of displacement and reloca
tion, is simply to note the dollars spent 
and divide the average number of jobs 
into it to get a cost per job. Even as
suming the full 6,000 promised jobs
which materialized only briefly-with 
a total cost of $250-300 million,· the 
high cost becomes a figure of between 
$40,000 to 50.000 per job. 

Another economic development pro
ject that is supposed to benefit the 
people of the city is that encompauing 
the various buildings and sites along 
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the Detroit riverfront and in the down
town area. There now exist some· new 
apartment buildings, a new arena, an 
expanded convention hall, some plush 
new parks on the river, and plans for 
the development of a major marina. 
The entrance to Belle Isle has been im
proved and the old Uniroyal building 
leveled. No one knows what wilt be 
built on that latter choice site, but 
speculation abounds that it might be 
related to casino gambling, if that is 
ever allowed in the city. 

More fundamentally, what has been 
happening along the riverfront, down
town, and in industrial project areas is 
that new growth has been encouraged 
and- subsidized on the theory that it 
wilt strengthen the city's tax base and 
ultimately redound to the benefit of the 
resident population. The fact of the 
· matter is, however, that property taxes 
in these developments will never re-

Ftum to the city's general fund because 
f of an entity known as Tax Increment 

Districts (TIOs). TIOs are controlled 
by a city-wide authority known as a 
Tax Increment Financing Authority 
that is appointed by the city adminis
tration. TIOs are legal entities that cap
nm: property taxes beyond the frozen 
base, which is the State Equalized 
Value of the property within the dis-

.. trict in the first year of the TIO. 
Any increase in property value 

above that frozen value is captured by 
the Authority and is reinvested in the 
TIO for further economic development. 
For example, in the Poletown project, 
the frozen value is the value of the 
land after the buildings that were on it 
were demolished. Thus, the tax on all 
the new structures built by GM and 
others is captured by the TIO for 
further development of that district; 
none of it goes into the city's general 
fund. 

The present developments are cer
tainly desirable, but it will be a long 
while, if ever, before they benefit the 
rest of the city. Their immediate bene
ficiaries are tourists, conventioneers, 
and the visitors from the suburbs who 
come into the city on occasion to have 
an evening out, either at one of the 
sports events or some special event 
like the Grand Prix, the Hoedown, the 
Montreaux Jazz Festival, or ethnic fes
tivals. Meanwhile, selected middle- to 
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upper-income Detroit residents, at
tracted by the new residential living 
downtown, have moved there and thus 
have further weakened the neighbor
hoods where they used to live. Of 
course. from the Detroit perspective, 
it's better that they have moved inward 
rather than outward. But the net result 
is that these various downtown and 
river-front projects have not helped shore 
up the city's sagging residential neigh
borhoods and their adjacent business 
streets. 

Another community development 
project that has incurred unanticipated 
high costs is the Chrysler-Jefferson 
Avenue Plant project. Spurred by the 
desire to save the jobs at the old 
Chrysler plant, the city agreed to con
demn the surrounding land in order to 
permit Chrysler to build a new plant 

"Community 
development"· has been 
used to subsidize big 
business and to build a so
called "new city" that has 
little benefit for most 
Detroiters. 

before demolishing the old one. Al
though there arc 4,600 jobs at the pre
sent plant, Chrysler has only promised 
that between 2,500 and 3,000 jobs will 
be retained and that no one will be laid 
off; the difference will be made up by 
attrition. Recently, too, it was learned 
that Chrysler's investment in the new 
plant may be as much as a third less 
than originally proposed. 

Soon after the decision to remain at 
the Jefferson Avenue location was 
made, Chrysler intensified its demand 
for early acquisition. The city moved 
quickly to appraise the properties, both 
residential and business. It agreed to 
buy some properties with their inven
tories, something that is unusual in 
condemnation cases. As it has turned 
out, the cost of that deal was about 
$40 million more than the city ex
pected to pay. The city's total obliga
tion for this plant was anticipated to be 
about $73 million with the rest of the 

S 195 million coming from the state 
and federal governments. 

Now, after borrowing S 100 million 
for the project, there is already an ex
pensive overrun. The Chrysler Com
pany, recognizing that its own haste 
caused the overrun, has agreed to pick 
up some excess costs, if they 
materialize. That is a helpful gesture, 
but may not be sufficient to make this 
project cost effective. Actually, it is 
difficult to say what is cost effective 
about such projects. In this instance, 
another low-income neighborhood has 
been uprooted and the residents and 
businesses scattered. Some will bene
fit from the displacement; others will 
have their lives and perhaps their for
tunes marred forever. 

The bottom line is that another piece 
of the social fabric that makes a city a. 
desirable place to live has been shred
ded. Business, social, religious, and 
pol;tical relationships that existed in 
the area have overnight been disman
tled, and the city awaits the construc
tion of the new plant, already a year 
behind schedule. Nor is there any finn 
contract to assure that even the 2,500 

. to 3,000 jobs will actually be avail
able. At any point, as it did in 
Kenosha, Wisconsin, Chrysler could 
decide that it is more profitable to 
close the plant or to reduce its work 
force in order to maximize its profit 
margin. Then, of course, Detroit and 
Detroiters would be left holding the 

• proverbial "bag." 
The usual governmental rationaliza

tion for such wholesale neighborhood 
destruction is that the city is promoting 
jobs and is actually doing the people 
trapped there a favor by enabling them 
to get out with a good price for their 
homes. That rationalization is decep
tive and self-serving. One must ask 
why the neighborhood was so long de
nied adequate public services and 
maintenance and was allowed to de
teriorate to the point where some 
people preferred to leave. 

lwo other projects dear to the heart 
of Detroit's mayor are the establtsh
ment of casino gambling and the ex
pansion of the city municipal airport. 
Some see a connection between the 
two projects because the airport expan
sion is viewed as a means of enabling 
potential casino customers easy access 
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Off Until '85 
y STUART EUJOTT 
... Pl'HI Aulomellw Wrtiw 

General Motors Corp. said Friday it will 
~lay, from fall 1984 until sometime In 1985, the , 
art of production at its Poletown plant under 
,nstructlon in Detroit and Haffltramck. 

GM~ delays Poletown assembl)' 
The delay Is necessary because "the new 

odels to be assembled there are under review," 
id Donald Postma, GM's public- r~ations 
-okesman on plent construction and renova
Jn. Production will begin in 1985, be said, "but 
hen is not firm. The startingyoint is the model 
view. How it will all come out, we don't 
,ow." 

GM'S ANNOUNCEMENT of the plant in 1980 
·ovoked bitter reaction from some of Pole• 
w 400 residents, who fought plans to 
ic em and remove 1,176 buildings from 
e ereA. . 
Some who lived in the sprawling ea.st side I 

ighborhood, and some national critics lnclud• 11 

g consumer activist Ralph Nader, said the 
oject showed arrogance on the part of GM. 
ey also charged Poletown demonstrated the 

illingness of officials of Detroit and Ham-
1mck to s.acrifice their citizens to private 
·porate interests. 
Some put their words into action. Evictions, 

,1.;ruits, demonstrations and arrests punctuated 
~ process of demolishing the Poletown uea 
~ moving its reside_nts. 

The pln11t, on a 465-acre site, Is estimated to 
)St GM $500 million to $600 million. GM has 
jd It vtill employ up to 6,000 perrons on two 
1ifts when It reaches full production. 

DESPITE THE DELAY, GM "still has every 
tention of finishing that plant and getting It 
to production," Postma said. "We still expect 
have the plant under a roof and enclosed by 

See POLETOWN, Page 11A 

POlETOWN, from Page 1A 

the end of this year. We don't think anything 
shows our intention more than that." . . 

When the plant was announced, GM ind1cat· 
r.d it could be in operatiqn by mid-1983, to 
produce cars for the 1984 model y~ar. Last year, 
completion was postponed to spring 1984, and 
production to fall 1984. . 

Postma said the decision to delay production· 
was made "sometime fairly recently," but could 
not provide a date. In its_ 19_82 Public Int~rest 
Rrport dated April 15, d1strihuted to business 
and community leaders, GM repeated that c~m
pletion of the plant was scheduled for spring 
1984. 

Emmett Moten, Detroit's director of commu-
nity and economic development, said the delay 
"is· not disturbing or a major concern, because 
we anticipated that kind of thing (and) pushed 
back our schedule six months." 

GM DISCLOSED in September that it intends 
to build two lines of front-wheel drive luxury 
cars at the plant: the E-bodies, sold under t~e 
Oldsmobile Toronado, Buick Riviera and Cadil
lac Eldorado nameplates; and the K-body, sold as 
Cadillac SP\"illP. · . 

These models, currently built at a GM plant in 
Linden. N .J., are not among GM's biggest s~llers. 
But they are belieYed to be _highly p_rof1table 
because of their high price tags, starting f~om 
$14,462 for Toronado lo $23,433 for Seville. 
Their sales since Jan. I fell 5.5 percent from t_he 
fir~I four months of 1981, while sales of all GM 
cars dropped I 5. 7 percent in that time. 

Postma declined comment on what the.model 
rr, ic\\" tntails. citing GM·s policy or not ~,sc_uss• 
ing fulure product plans. But trade publications 

recently reported GM is co~sidering vario~_ 
alterations in these models, which could rcsuh ,, . 
their debut in redesigned form in the J 986 modr1 
year. 
· lf this is the case, it could me.an PoletO\\:r, 
would begin production of the four models I:' 
mid- or late 1985. 

IN PAST MONTHS, GM has delayed, po~ · 
poned or canceled several new plant and produc: 
programs. The U.S. in~ustrf s three:year s~"' 
~lump has affected GM s ability to raise the-'".. 0 

billion it intends to spend on thr.se p_rot:.;, · 1s. ~1'~ 
lost $763 million in 1980 and mioc !3~.).·• 
million in 1981, far less than it usually <·;,ms tr. · 
good year. . . 

The recent decline in gasoline prices and til•. 
deepening recession have c~use? chan~es i<n c~ 
buying patterns. Trade publications sa~ rn. wr. 
ers' moving back toward_ larger, s0111C\\ hat !(-~. 

expensive rear-wheel dnve modrls !1c1s ~"~?'' 
to delay plans to drop these cars "nd , r ;-.- . 
them with smaller, more expensive front-whef, 
drive versions. -

While GM has delayed pru<luction at Po~c--
town, two other new plants desi~ncd to b.:1" 
front-wheel drive cars are procc~chng on scheo
ule Postma said. Plants in Orion Tv\':n,1.,, 
no;th of Pontiac, and WeotzvHle, l.~o., 11car St. 
Louis, are to build 1984-model c~rs. 

At a January ceremony marking tht-_ pla,• 
ment of the first column of steel at the p,,,n0·,, 
plant, GM Chairman Roger Smith r:illcrl 11 .. a, 
rnormous investment. It shows our ,,.-,n "'f-,i 
to go in and work with the cities to 11rc• ··, J·Y·, 
in the U.S. for our employes." 

/'rn· p,-, .. , 1 Cit_\ -Co1011_1· 81,rnm CJ .. , ' A. 
Fir,•11,u11 cn111rihu1rd I<> thi.~ .Hory. 
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$46 miHion city oven110 
plant uooer u,~ ,11,Jl ~; ., .. , .... u;1 ut lllt 
Mlchl&an's "quick:t.tl(e• bw, which 
permits accelerated condemnation 
proceedings when property I, sought 
for public use. City officials were re
quired to pay Poletown business and 
home owners "just compensation" for 

on GM Poletown project, 
By DAVID KUSHMA 
Chv·Countv Bur-rau Olld 

Mayor Young's administration says it has 
paid 75 percent more than it anticipated -
$46 million more- to acquire land for the 
new General Motors Corp. assembly plant on 
the Detroit-Hamtramck border. 

Officials said court rulings in condemna-I 
tlon cases· In the· plant area, commonly · 

I known as Poletown, have pushed the city's 
property _acquisition costs higher. They 

l warned that the overrun will i:o higher. 
.. • m ~ e::ru~ ~ ~ dty wes ordered 

>,:,as anticipated, and we 1111y not even 
tome out whole," Ravitz said. "It will 
be·a very advantageous thing for GM, 
but I am doubtful whether the city will 
find it equally bright and smiley down 
the road." 

In I 980, when the City Council 
approved the plant project - officially 
known as the Central Industrial Park 
~ the Young administration estimated 
lhat assembling the land would cost 
$62 million. 
: · A city bond sale statement· Issued 
last month placed the city's cost of 

. to pay Great L."..kes Steel nearly ~o.8 million assembling nearly I, 700 land parcels 
... moie than was originally offered, City Coun- for the plant at $108 million as of June. 

cilman Mel Rlivitz said. Some 18 cases The estimate does not include potential 
remain unsettled. future land acquisition costs, the state-

As a result of the costs of the land parcels, ment said. 
it will be at least 1996 before the city can , · . The total cost to the city of the 
begin fun~eling into its _general fund most_ of . '.:·Pole\own project is now set at $178.9 
the_ t:i-xes 1t hopes to raise_ at t~e plant. City-_ ·:r,'mrllibn. That figure includes the cost of 
offlc1als had hoped to begin u~1ng that mon-. ,: reloeoti_r:ig Poletown resi4~nts and 
ey next year, when the plant 1s schedl!led to· . business, si:e p,eparation, demolition 
,pen. and construction. and other expenses. 

The Young :'.1.mici~~tbn s~jd tiie lo.nd i 

costs ha\'e been offset pz.rti?.!ly by 
Sa\·ings on plant site preparation and 
relocation of displaced property own
ers. Young has defended the property 
condemnations, contending that the 
plant will become a major new source 
of city jobs 2nd taxes as other business 
and industries leave Detroit. 

"\1/E SHOULD not ha\·e had this 
.amount of overages."' Emmett 7,!oten 
Jr., city director of community and 
economic development, said of the 
1and cost overruns. "But for a little 
investment, we are talking about re-

THE CITY l::st month sold $54.2 ! 
million in b:,:ic:s to help pay for court ' 
judgments related to condemnations ; 
and to make the ficst S4.4 million ! 
installment rayrr.ention a S100 million !, 
federal-loan for the ~roject. The bonds· I 
are schedu IE·d to be repaid by 1996 out · 
of increased P,iOperty taxes the city 
expects to grne,ate from the 46j-acre 
plant site. 

.. '=· _, __ .. •4--· . building the in-
L·· •\ii_ du_strial _cente: of 
1. ~ .. 

1 
this nation. nght 

! · · ,.J. j here in Detroit." 
!-,; -'_,.-~ . i Ravitz. a fre-
.. quent critic of 
· • ~ Young's financ-
~ .. ..., r'--=:}' _;· ing plans for Pole
\·.,_: ~ ,.. to\l:n, predicted 

the cost to the city 
of land acquisi-

... E_m_m ___ et.._t __ M_o_t ... e.._n_ tion could rise as 

Jr.: "We should high as S200 mil
not have had lion. 

··cJearly. the 
this amount of project isn't going 

~verages. to be as good for 
the City of Detroit in th{ long run a~ 

If that revenue is not realized, the 
citv will have to repay the bonds from 
its· general· fund - even if a tax 

increase is nerded - the bond state
ment said . 

The S700 million GM plant, about 
three miles from downtown Detroit, is 
schedul~d to begin full production next 
August 2nd is designed to make more 
than 200,000 front-wheel-drive, luxu
ry cars a year. 

It is expected to employ about 2. 700 
workers initiallv. and more than 5,000 
when a secood shift is added - 1.000 
workers fev·er than projected in 1980. 

To encourage GM to build the plant 
in Detroit, the city agreed to cut prop
ertv taxes on it by 50 percent through 
1996. Detroit officials estimate the city 
e,·entuallv will raise $1.4 million a 
year from the plant in increased in
cor.ir taxr~ alone. 

-

their property.· · 
State law also allowed property 

owners dissatisfied with their offers to 
sue the city for higher awards and 
attorney fees. Such claJms for higher 
payments alone totaled $107 million as 
of June 1983, the city bond statement 
said. 

"No revenue source has yet been 
identified to pay awards or settlements 
of such claims," the city's bond state
ment said. "As of Micy 31, 1984, judg
ments 'aggregating approximattly $4. 7 
million· remain unpaid. . . . Actual 
awards and settlements are expected 
to be significantly less than petitioned 
amounts." 

Young has argued that Polctown 
property owners generally got settle
ments three to four times the value 
through the condemnation process. 
Moten has contended that publicity 

' 
over the land prices has caused juries to 
make higher awards. 

"We had the most competent peo
ple throughout the St.ate of Michigan 
make our property appraiS?ls," Moten 
said. "They were checked and double
checked by the best private experts 
and by (federal offici,!ls). The estimate 
of value we came up with wes the best 
one available at the lime." 

BUT RAVITZ says court penalties 
of more than SI 3 million could be 
assessed against the city because of 
what he said were officials' failures in 
some cases to make "good faith" offers 
for Poletown property. 

. I 
The chief source of monev to the 

city for its Poletown costs is the SJOO ) 
, million federal loan from the U.S. i 

Department of Housing and Urban ! 

Development (HUD). 
The loan was structured so that / 

nearly $80 million of its principal I 
would have been due in two pa,·ments , 

' in 1988 and 1989, but Moten said HUD : 
officials have agreed to an extended i 

repayment schedule. 
The city has used SI 8.8 million in 

federal community development 
grants for the Poletown project -
money that critics contend should have 
been spent for neighborhood impro,·e
ments in other parts of the city. 

rt has borrowed another $5 ◄. 7 mil
lion in grants, which is scheduled to be 
repaid out of the HUD loan. City 
officials are using future grants to 
~ecure the loan. along with the bond 
salr procrrds. Other federal and sta:r 
grants and loans for the project lOlAI 
$41.6 million. · 



TABLE 6.3 
SOURCES OF REVENUE FROM THE PUBLIC SECTOR AND PROJECT COSTS 

OF THE DETROIT GENERAL MOTORS ASSEMBLY PLANT, APRJL 1982 (IN S MILLION) 

SoURCE TOTAL ACQUISITION RELOCATION DEMOLITION ROADS OTHER SITE PROFESSIONAL 
PREPARATION SERVlCES 

BUD letter of credit 65.000 60.1124 4.8876 
HUD Urban Development 

Action Grant 30.000 16.009 10.000 3.991 
BUD Section 108 loan 35.000 33.567 1.433 
Community Development 

Block Grant (HUD) 8.522 0.400 2.450 3.000 2.672 
Economic Development 

Administration 15.000 9.300 5.700 
Urban Mass Transportation 

Administration 1.364 0.901 0.363 0.100 
State road funds 32.660· 4.530 1.570 0.700 25.3356 0.5244 
State Land Bank 1.425 1.425 
laterest on income from 

program• 2.400 2.400 
llcome from the programb 11.470 11.470 
llcome from sale of fixturesc 1.000 1.000 

Totals 203.841 114.3804 20.392 24.533 25.3356 15.103 4.097 

SOURCE: City of Detroit, Community and Economic Development Department, 9 Apr. 1982. 

• From funds put in an escrow account during property-condemnation proceedings. 
• from the sale of property to General Motors, Conrail, etc. 
• from the sale of fixtures from businesses that were relocated from the project area. 

liou\2-L£: J oN~ ~ &t,~~u.,R ,frl£ ~<;lVfrNrµC ~P 
1 p · 4-z.. 



TABLE 9.1 
ESTIMATE OF RETAINED AND CAPTURED TAXES, CENTRAL 

INDUSTRIAL PARK PROJECT, FOR SELECTED YEARS 

BASE YEAR 
1981 1985 1997 

Captured Taxes $ none $6,849,800 $7,988,900 
Taxes to be retained by: 

City of Detroit 71,400 71,400 71,400 
Detroit School District 77,850 77,850 77,850 
Wayne County 15,300 15,300 15,300 
Wayne County ISD 2,350 2,350 2,350 
Wayne County Community 

College 1,700 1,700 1,700 
Huron-Clinton Metro Parle 

Authority 550 550 550 

Total retained $169,150 $169,150 $169,150 

SOURCE: Central Industrial Parle Project Tax Increment Financing Plan, 18 Mar. 1982, exhibit A. 

TABLE 10.1 
THE DISTRIBtrrION OF INCOME BY RACE (FAMILIES AND 

INDIVIDUALS), CENTRAL INDUSTRIAL PARK PROJECT AREA 

RACE 

INCOME Black White Oriental 
and Other 

No. % No. % No. % 

$ 0-4,999 349 50.9 193 29.4 1 5.3 
5,000-9,999 206 30.0 221 33.6 4 21.1 

10,000-14,999 62 9.0 105 16.0 5 26.3 
15,000-24,999 55 8.0 99 15.1 7 36.8 
25,000 and over 14 2.0 39 5.9 2 10.5 

Total 686 99.9 657 100.0 19 100.0 

SOURCE: Relocation Survey, reported in Proj«t Plan: Cmtral Industrial Parll (Detroit: 
Economic Development Corporation of the City of Detroit, 30 Sept. 1980), p. 16. 
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WHO WE ARE AND WHY WE BOTHERED 

George Corsetti - producer, director. Corsetti, 41 is a life-long Detroit resident, attorney and 
father. 

Corsetti has pretty much abandoned a career in consumer and Constitutional law in favor of media 
projects. As an attorney, he was primarily responsible for the lawsuit brought by a suburban 
consumer group against the Detroit and State of Michigan "red squads." He has also been 
published in legal and progressive periodicals, writing mostly about political surveillance. 

Corsetti collaborated in the production of" Intelligence Network" and worked on a video project 
about the Teamsters for a Democratic Union. 

Jeanie Wylie - assistant director/editor/writer. Wylie, 27 is a freelance writer based in Detroit. 

Wylie moved to Detroit after completing an MS in Journalism at Columbia University. After a 
six-month internship with Associated Press, Wylie began freelancing for the Village Voice, the 
Progressive, the Detroit News and local alternative papers. She has also taught journalism to 
CET A-eligible high school and college students in Detroit. 

Richard Wieske - camera operator/technical consultant. Wieske, 32, grew up in the Detroit 
area, is a father and former auto worker who has been working in video production since 1975. 
He has also been an iron worker, welder and riveter, reads blueprints and no longer fears heights. 

Wieske has his own video camera and equipment and has worked on a number of projects, 
including: "Rosie the Riveter;" teaching video production to high school students for the Detroit 
Council of the Arts and the Michigan Council for the Arts; and BBC, Newsweek and other video 
projects. 



WHY WE BOTHERED 

In our view, the established media never adequately dealt with 
the issue of Poletown. 

Local news organizations most often presented the city's land 
grab.as_an opportunity for the city of Detroit to save jobs. 
The issue was. framed as a choice be tween homes and jobs. 
Residents were usually depicted as heart-broken people who 
couldn't bear to leave their homes and who probably didn't . 
understand the good that General Motors' Cadillac would deliver 
.to the city. 

We feel that this depiction of the Poletown story played a key 
role in.accelerating the city and General Motors project. Cor
porate and political leaders were presented as the men who have 
to make the tough decisions, while the neighborhood's residents 
were made to look impotent and pitiful, short-sighted in their 
desire to save their homes at the expense of the city's workers. 

Our documentary tells the story of Poletown from the perspective 
of the residents who fousht the project. Our production is a 
major departure from similar programs turned out by local and 
national media on this subject. We use very little narration 
_in an attempt to iet the residents speak for themselves. You 
will find they are neither pitiful nor short-sighted. Several 
of the issues they raised, which got little or no play in the 
established media are: 

\fuy was the project portrayed as producin~ jobs when it 
would result in the closing of existing Cadillac plants 
and the lay-off of thousands of workers? 

Could GM have settled for less space, allowing the neigh
borhood to remain? 

lfuy should the government contribute S3OO million of taxpayers 
money to a profit-making venture of one of the world's 
wealthiest corporations? 

Could the same amount of money been invested in small businesses 
that use less automation and produce more jobs, partic
ularly for the vast pool of unskilled labor in Detroit? 

Will GM actually hire the originally touted 6,000 workers? 
W i 11 the j obs• be ski 11 e d or u n ski 11 e d ? 

Why weren't controls placed· on the project? Why wasn't 
GM forced to contract a certain number of workers for 
a mininrum period of time? 

Do politicians have the stamina to do any more than rubber 
stamp corporate decisions? 

Economists are increasingly pointing to corporatism (the coalition 
of business, government and labor) as the salvation of stagnating 
economies. If Pole town is an example of the outcome of a cor
poratist project, we consider it dangerous and fascistic. 

(more) 
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Our.film looks at the role of the politicians, the UAW, the 
Roman Catholic Archdiocese and the media in facilitating. 
General Motors' will. We see the role played by the Detroit 
Police Department as an extension of that alliance. 

Walter Jakubowski, a life-long Poletown resident, who 
his 70s when he was evicted, surrrrned it up by saying:. 
no democracy. You have democracy just as long as you 
with the power structure." 

. . . 

was in 
"there is 
don't tangle 

Our involvement in Poletown eventually resulted in our being 
arrested the morning the police barricaded the neighborhood 
with iron fences, tore the doors off the church with a tow 
truck and took 12 people to jail. We only regret that we 
didn't have a camera in the church to document the overkill 
of the police operation. All media was prevented from entering 
the perimiter of the neighborhood while the police, who arrived 
at 5:00am, used a special weapons attact team and dogs to arrest 
12 unarmed people, including four 70-year~old women. 

We intend to distribute this film nationally and internationally. 
The documentary is targetted for middle aged and elderly Americans 
anywhere who may fi'nd themselves in confrontation with authority. 
It is also designed to be used in schools and universities as 
a dramatic illustration of a civics lesson you will never find 
in a textbook. If Missouri residents fighting a toxic waste 
du~p or South Carolina citizens challenging the burial of radio
active waste in their state find this documentary useful, we 
will be content. 

In our view, the people in our film learned the lessons of the 
1960s in one short year. They responded to their community's 
crisis initially by thinking that the institutions they trusted 
would stop the project. They wrote to the government, the courts, 
the net.rs papers, the area churches. It took months for them to 
understand that they weren!t being considered seriously, that the 
plans were in place and would proceed despite their dissent. 
Their final analysis was very shrewd. 

If corporatism becomes the way of the future, we will as a 
nation, eventually look to people like the people of Poletown 
for leadership. It will be people, like the American Indians, 
who have been disenfranchised by major financial interests 
who will eventually teach the rest of us to free ourselves and 
r~store democracy. 
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Regenerating Community----

,--

Each of us has a map of the sucial world 
in our mind. and the way we act. our 
plans and opinions are the result of that 
map. 

The people who make social pol
icy also have social maps in their 
minds. They make plans and design pro
grams based upon their map. Indeed, 
if you carefully examine their pro
grams. you can detect the nature of their 

• ·· mentai rn~p. 
I ;- Using this method. we !lave found 
I • 
i _,, that the most common social policy 

/ map has two locations: institutions and 
individual people. By institutions we j mean large structures such as corpora-

• t1ons. universities. and government 
mental health systems. These structures 
org:1mze a large group of people so that 
a few of them will he able to control 
the :-est of them. In this structure, there 
is ultimately room for one leader. It is 
a structure initially created to produce 
goods such as steel and automobiles. 

In the last few decades. the structure 
has also been used to design human 
service systems. While these new!)' de
signed hieraii::hical. managed service 
systems do not produce goods such as 
steel, they do produce needs assess-

JOHN l. MCKN!Glffisassociatedirec
ror (]f the Cenur for Urban Affairs and 
Policy Research, Nonhwesrem Unii•er
si()·. This arricfe is aaapted from his ke),·• 
note address at a National Search Con
ference of tM Canadian Menral Health 
AJsociation. 
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ments, service plans. protccols. and Otherwise, there would be no purpm.c 
procedures. They are also thought, by for these large hierarchical, managc:u 
,ome policymakers. to produce health. systems. 
\"ducar1on. ,ecunry, or justic:. Once we understand this social m.ip 

rr it is correct that these systems can of institutions and individuals we can 
produce these service cornmodities. sec why we have mental health proviu-
then it is possible to imagine that there ers and mental health consumers. We 
are consumers of their products. For can also see how our developing serv1l·c 
example. we have all heard that there economy works. 
llJ"C now people called "health consum- . ~ecau_se the_ gro_~~-~!!~,!!;l_ produ.;t 
4;.:-s, •• Thty a..-e the iru:i:\·id:.d.; ·;.;ho are i~ the su~ cf the g~..: :!."!d !!r'.'i':!."! 
the other part of the social m,1p created produced each year, many policy 
by most social policymakr:rs. They experts have come to believe that the 
make a complete economic: world by well-being of our society significantly 
acting as the users (consumers) of the depends upon the amount of the corn-
products of managed institutional pm- modities called services that are pr·J· 
ducers of such commoditie~ as mental duced by institutions and used by coi-
health, h~lth. edu~tion,and justice.---.t;Umci.--f'~;r;am~n-wim- ~ 
Tirns, we can see that it wa~ necessary perilous and extended illness (a heahh 
to create health consumers O'l:e we had consumer) contributes significantly 10 

systems that could produce health. our economic growth by using large 
amounts of the commodities produced 
by the health system. Indeed, a v,:,ry 

We can create crime
making corrections 
systems, sickness
making health systems, 
and stupid-making 
schools based upon a 
social model that 
conceives of societ)' as a 
place bounded by 
institutions and 
individuals. 

I 

ill person disabled for a considerablt: 
amount of time could cause producocn 
of much more medical dollar value 
through their illness than the value of 
their own production were they healthy. 

This amazing development is possi
ble, in part, because of the unusual two• 
place map used · by many social 
policymakers in designing social serv
ice programs. Unfortunately, this map 
and the program designs that flow frnm 
it have recently enco·untered three 
major problems. 

The first problem is that in spite of 
ever-growing inputs into institu
tionalized service systems. many indi
viduals continue to reject their roles ;,,s 

SOCIAL POLICY 



·onsum~. This i~ the prnble:-:-: 0f 1ntrnc- Indeed. there are so many intractable to Serve." a group of Swedish govem-
bility that has resulted tn an inc:-::i~- people ref'Jsmg ro consume mstltu- ment planners described the escalating 

1n2 focus upon thl! "corr.;ilian,::" ,~~uc t1onal ~erv1ce~ that we ;i.~ no ..... de..i!!n• co~ts of their much-acclaimed social 
Es-pccially in our big c1t1.::~. many mr:rac- ing new systems that surround tnese service system. They point out that at 
table young indi\'idual~ continue to re- individuals wnh professionally ad- present rates of growth, the system 
fuse to lc::im in· spite of heightened re- mmistered se:-v1ces. Thus. one can now could consume the entire nation's 
sources and managerial input~ to school see individuals whose lives . are wealth within a few decades. There-
systems. This is commonly known a~ bounded by inst1rutions "target~ng" for::. they propose that the government 
the educational problem. their services at an intractable mdi- begm to "ta.x·· people's time by requir-

Similarly, there arc many other in- vidual through teachers, doctors, tram- ing the Swedish people to concibute 
tractahle individuals who refuse tn he- ers, social worke~, family plann-!rs. unpaid work to the maintenance and 
have in spite of our correction:il inst1tu- psychologists. vocauonal counselors, growth of their social service system. 
tions. This is the crime prob!em. security officers, and so forth. This is While 1t is clearly the case that the 

There is also the nucition problem usually called a "comprehem1ve. United States is not in immediate 
created by intractable people who re- multidisciplinary. · coordinated, inter- danger of the Swedish economic di-
fuse to eat the right food. And the chem- agency service system." It is the equiv- lemma. we~ contributing substantial 
ical dependency problem created by alent of institutionalization without amounts to social service systems. A 
intractable people who insist on smok- walls or the des1!!n of an environrr.ent recent srudy by the Community Serv-
in!! and drinkinl! incorrect I\. There 1s to create a totally dependent service ~y~- ices Society of New York found that 
~1;0 the ever-g~wing nu~ber of in- tern consumer. approximately S7.000 per capita of 
tractable people who refuse to flounsh The second problem with progr-.ims public and private money is specifically 
in .in~titutions created for lahelled --~~~¥ --alloc.:ucd to the low-income population 
people. in spite of all the professional map is that the sum of their costs :an of that city. Thus, a family of four 
and managerial improvements de- be greater than the wealth of the nation. would be eligible on a per capita basi:; 
signed by the systems. In a recent white paper entitled "A 1:ime for S28,000 that would place them in 
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the moder:ue-income- category. How
ever. only 37 percent of this monc:y 
actually reaches low-income pcopie 1n 
income. Nearly two-thirds is consumc:d 
by those who service the poor. 

The thiro problem with the typ1c:il 
social polic~ap is t.hat_Qrogr-m~ 
based upon its suppositions are in
~asingly ineffective and even counter
productive. For example. we now 
understand that our "correctional 
systems" consistently train people in 
crime .. Studies demonstrate that a ,ub
stantial number of people. while in hn~. 
pitals. become sick or inJured with 
maladies worse than those for wha.:h 
they were admitted. In many of our h1g 
city schools we sec children whose rt!!• 
ati-.:~_~chi~v~m-~i:i~Je_veJs (~II funher bc:
hind each year. Thus. we have come to 
~ognize the possibility that we: can 
create crime-ma.king corrections ,y~
tems. sickness-making health systems. 
and stupid-making schools based upon 
a social model that conceives of society 
as a place bounded by institutions Jnd 
individuals. 

. - It iso6vious-. upon the briefest re-
, flection, that the typical social p0licy 

map is inaccurate because II excluuc.:s 
a major social domain-the communi
ty. By community, we mean the ,o
cial place used by family. fnends. 
neighbors. neighborhood associations. 
clubs, civic groups, local entcrpmes, 
cnurches, ethnic associations. tc:mplc:s. 

- locJ! !lOJoos local government.. :imi 
local~ addition to beml? c:.iilc:d 

I the communitv, this social environment 
also described as the informal secmr. 
c unmanaged environment, and the 
sociational sector. 

\ 

The proliferation and 
development of 
community associations 
allow for the flowering 
of creative solutions 
Institutions tend to 
require creative ideas to 
follow channels. 
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THESTRVGGLEBETWEEN 
CO:\-L\ft:'.'.ITY .-\:'iD 
L'iSTITL"TIO~ 
Thc:se assoc1:Hions ur commu111ty repre• 
,enc unique ,ocial tc,0ls rhat ;:1e unlike 
:he ,oc1al tool rcrrescnred by :i man
:1ged 1n,wut1on. Fnr..::c:~pte, 1he strJc
rure of mstmmons 1s .i ,ks1gn c:st:tb· 
lishc:d to create co11rrnl of pe0ple. On 
the :,rhe~ h:.ind. tt:e qructurc Jf ;issoc1-
lUons 1s the resuit of peopl~ acting 
through cnnsenr. [t 1s ..:nt1cal that we 
discmgu1sh between rhese ~C• motive 
iorcc, r.ec:iu.,c there :ir!.! ,,,any goals that 
..:an ,inly he fulfilled thr,1t1£h consent, 
inti rr.cse are nfrcn ~o;tl, rhat will be 
:;'.1po,s1ble to achieve :hmu£h ;. produc
unn ,yqem t.!es1gncd ,0 ..:ontrol. 

Thc:re :.ire many llther ·.1n1q_Ut: 1.:hanc
teris11cs of the community of :issocia
tions: 
• The .1ssoc1at1ons :n i..:omrr.Lnity are 
in1:!rdependenc. To wc:iken q1e is to 
,.,,·eakc:n ;ill. ff the lm:al n-:wspaper 
..:ln,c:s. the garden ..:lub ;ind the town
ship meeting will c::.ich d1mini,h as they 
lose a voice. If the .-\merican Legion 
disbands. several community fundrais
ing ever.ts am1 the m:11nrcnar.ce of rhe 
oa1ip;1rk will ~top. If 1he i3apli,. Church 
closes. sevc:ral self-help groups that 
meet in the basement will be without 
a home Jnd folks in the old people·s 
home will lose the:r weekly v1s1tors. 
The interdependence 1>f Jssociations 
.111d the deoem.lence uf rnmmunity upon 
tl1r.:tr wurk .is the v1ul center ol in dfec
llYI! •;oc1ety. 
• The ,;ommunity env1rnnmer.t is con
mucred around rhe recognition of falli
bility rather than the tde:.il. Y1ost institu
tions. on the othc:r hand. JIC cesigned 
with a vision imagining a mucrure 
where thin!!s can be done righ1. a kind 
ot orderly perfect1<ir1 ach1c:vcd. Jnd the 
ablc:st dominate. 

In concrast, community rnuctures 
tend to proliferate until they :reate a 
place for everyone. no matter how fal
lible. They provide vehicles that give 
voice to diversity and assume that con
sensua.l contnbution 1s rhc Jnmary 
value. 

[n the pml1fer:H1on of .:omrr unity as
•;o,;1at1ons. there 1s room r"or m1ny lead
ers .ind rhe Jeveloomc:nt 1)! le:idershtp 
.;:ipacuy ::unong many. This cteniocr:1t1c 
opportunity qruc:ure Jssumes :hat the 
hcst 1Jc::.1 1s the ,um 11( :he kr.owi:,gs 

of the collected fallible people who are 
citizens. [ndced. 1t is the marvel of the 
dcrnocr.11:c ideal that people of every 
fallibility ~ ciuzens. Effective associ
ational life incorporates all of those fal
lih1lit:es :md reveJls the unique intelli
gence or cnmmunicy .. 
• Assoc1at1ons have the capacity to re
spond quickly. They do not need to in
volve :ill oi the institutional interests 
incorporated in a planning committee, 
budget oiiice. administrative.staff, and 
~o forth. 

A pnmary characteristic of people 
who n::cd help is that their problem is 
created oy the unc,cpcctcd tragedy, the 
surprise development. the sudden 
change. \Vhllc they will be able to 
,tabillze nvc:r the long run, what they 
often need is immediate help. The rapid 
response capacity of associations, and 
thetr interconnectedness, allows for the 
possibility of immediate and com
prehensive assistance without first in
itiating :.i person into a system from 
which they may never leave. 
• The proliferation and- development 
of community associations allow for 
the flowering of creative solutions. fn• 
sti:ucivr.s t(!nd to req~!ic cre:tiv~ ideas 
to follow channels. However, the non
hierarchical nature of the field of associ
ations allows us to sec all of the budding 
ideas and greatly increases our oppor
tunities for social innovation. 
• BecJuse community associations are 
small.. face-to-face groups_the relation
ship among members is very indi
vidualizc:d. They also have the tradition 
of dealing with non-members as indi
viduals. Institutions. on the other hand. 
have great difficulty developing pro
grams or activities that recognize the 
unique char:icteristics of each indi
vidual. Therefore. associations rcpre·· 
sent unusual tools for creating "hand
tailored .. responses to those who may 
be in ,pecial need. or have unique 
follibilit1es. 
• Our institutions are constantly 
reforming and reorganizing themselves 
in an effort to create or al
low relanonships that can be char
acterized as "care.·· Nonetheless, their 
miniscrat10ns consistently commodify 
themselves and become a service. For 
many people with uncommon fal• 
libilit1es. their need is for care rather 
than c;ervice. While a managed system 
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<1rganized as a structure of control can 
:liver a service, it cannot deliver~

_are is a special relationship charac
terized by consent rather than control. 
Therefore. its auspices a.re indi ,idual 
and assoctattonal. For those who need 
care, we must recognize the commun11y 
as the appropriate social tool. 
• Finally, associations and the commu
nity they crca1e are the forum within 
which citizenship can be expressed. In
stitutions by their managed structure arc 
definitionally unable to act as forums 
for citizenship. Therefore,· the vital 
center of democracy is the community 
of associations. Afly person without ac
cess to that forum is effectively denied 
citizenship. For those people with 
unique fallibilities who have been in
stitutionalized. it isn·t enough 
that they be dcinstitutionalizcd. 
In order to be a citizen. the-.· must 
also have the 0pponunity for 
rccommunaliz.ation. 

In summary, the community of as
sociations provides a social tool where 
consent is the primary motivation, 
interdependence creates holistic envi-
"'nrnents. people of all capacities and 
llibilities arc .inr;orporated~ . quick 

.c:sponscs arc possible. creafr.-iry 1s 
multiplied rather than channeled. indi
vidualized responses are charactensoc. 
care is able to replace service. and 
citizenship is possible. When all of 
these uruque capacities of community 
a.re recogru.z.ed. it is obvious why the 
social policy map that excludes commu• 
niry life has ll:Sulted in increasing fail• 
urcs. To exclude from our problem
solving capacmes the social tool of 
community is to have taken the heart 
out of Amenca. 

Why is it, then, that social policy 
maps so often ignore commurury? One 
reason is that there are many ins a ru
tional lea.den who simply do not be
lieve in the capacities of communities. 
They often see communities as collec
tions of parochial, inexpen. uo.in
fonned, and biased people. Indeed. 
there are many leaders of scr.j=~-sys• 
terns who believe that they arc in direct 
competitioo with communities for the 
power to correctly define problems, 
provide sciemi.fic solutious and profes-
. "'W services. 

this competitive understanding, 
.{)C iastitutioml -readen ~ ~t. 

WINTER 1987 

Whenever h1er.i:ch1cal ~ys1~m, hc:·Pmc 
more powerful than rhc .:cimmunttv. 
we see the now of aurhoni~. ~
sources. skills. dollar.:. le:.:11:nia,:\. ancJ 
capacities away from corr.munu;.~, to 
service systems. In facl. 10~:1111-
tionalized systems grow at the expc:nsc 
of communities. As inmtutiom gain 
power, commumties lose their potence 
and the consent of community i~ re
placed by the control of systems:, the 
care of community is replaced b:1 the 
service of systems: the ciuuns of ::om
mumcy are replaced by the client~ .and 
consumers of institutional produc:!>. 

VISIONS OF SOCIETI' 
Today, our society is the Site at the 
struggle between communtty and in
sttnrnon for the cao:tl:ilics and loy:i ltie~ 
of our people. This struggle 1s never 
carried out in the abstract. Instead. it 
occurs each day in the relation~ of 
people. the budget decisions of :;ys
tems. and the public portraits at the 
media. As one ohserves this struggle. 
there appear to be three visions of s,,ci
ecy that dominate the discourse. 

The first is the therapeutic ~·is1on. 
This ;:rospect sees the well-beinJ of 
ind1v1duals as growmg from an envuon
ment composed of profess1onals and 
their services. It envisions a wcrld 
where there is a professional lo rneet 
every need. and the fee to secure each 
profemonal service is a nght. Thi; vi
sion 1s epigrammatically expressed by 
those who see the ulomate liberty as 
"the right to treatment." 

The second prospect is the a,froc:acy 
vision. This approach foresees a world 
in which labelled people will be in an 
environment protected by advocates 
and advocacy groups. ft conceive:. an 
individual whose world i~ guardec by 
legal advocates. support people. :,c:lf
help groups. job developers. and hoJ.s
ing locaters. Unlike the therapeutic vi
sion. the advocacy approach conceives 
a deic:nsive wall of helpers to pro1cct 
an individual against an alien com.11u• 
ntty. It seeks to insure a person·s ncht 

-to be a functioning.individual. • . 
The third approach is the commu.1i0• 

vision. It sees the goal as "rccommunali
zation" of exiled and labelled indivicu
als. It widerstands the community as 
the basic context for enabling peo1=le 

- -tocontnbute their gifts. It sees comrnu-

A person ,~ ho has been 
labelled deficient can 
find a '·hammock" of 
support in the collective 
capacities of a 
community that can 
shape itself to the unique 
character of each person. 

nity assoc1arinn), as contexts to create 
and locJlr inh\. pnwitle opportunities 
for recrc:ltlon and multiple friendship~. 
and to beccime the political defender of 

· tne right oi labellc:d people to be free 
from exile. 

Those who seek to institute the com
munity vision believe that beyond 
therapy and advocacy is the constella
tion of communily associations. They 
see a society where those who were 
once l:i.bclled. exiled. treated. coun
seled. advised. and protected arc. in• 
stead. incorporated in community 
where their contributions. capacities. 
gifts. an(] fallibilities will allow a net• 
work of relat1onsr11ps mvolving work. 
recreat1on. friendship. support. and the 
political power of being a citizen. 

Because so many labelled people 
have been exiied tci a world expressing 
the professional and adv9_cacy_ vision 
of an appn,pnate life. the community 
vision has frequentlv heen forgotten. 
How wiil r,eoplc know when they arc 
in commun1t:-'Our studies suggest that 
this universe is distinctive and distin
gui.~hed frcim the environment of sys
tems and ins11tut1on~. The community 
experience mcorporares a number of 
strands. 

Capar1ry. We ail remember the child
hood question regarding how to de-
_scribe __ a_ gi~s~ wil~_::·?._t_e_~!ts mj~-----
point. Is 11 half full or half empty?C:-om-
munity assoc1a11ons are built upon the 
rccoenition of the fullness of each 
me~bcr because it is the sum of their 
capacities that represents the power of 
the group. The social policy map mak· 
ers, on the O{her hand. build a world 
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based upon the emptiness or eacf-1 of -
us-a model based upon deficiency. 
Communities depend upon capacmes. 
Systems commodify deficiencies. 

Colltcnvt £.ffrm. ft is obvious that 
the essence of community is people 
working together. One o£ the. ch.arac· 
tenstics of this community worlc: is 
shared resoonsib11ity that requ~s many 
talents. Thus. a per.;on who has been 
labelled deficient can find a "ham
mock'' of support in the collective 
capacities of a community that can 
shape itself to the unique character of 
each person. This collective process 
.;ontrasts with the individualistic ap
proach of the therapeutic profession;iJ 
md the rigidity of institutions that de
mand that people sh:ipc themselves to 
the needs of the system. 

lnfomw.liry. Associational life in the 
community is a critical element of the 
informal economy. Here transactions of 
value uke place without money, adver
tising. or hype. Authentic relationships 
arc possible and care emerges in place 
of its pack.iged imiution: service. 

The informality of community is also 
e:icpressed through reia,1onships that :in: 

not managed. Communities viewed by 
those who only understand managed ex
periences md relationships appe:ir to 
be disordered. messy. and inefficient. 
What these people fail to understand is 
that there is a hidden order to com
munity groups that is determined by 
the need to incorporate cap~ity-and
falli bi Ii ty. 

While insututions and professionals 
wur against human fallibility by trying 
to replace it. cure it. or disregard it, 
communities arc proliferations of as
sociations that multiply until they incor
porate both the capacities and the fal
libilities of citizens. It is for this reason 
that labelled people arc not out of place 
in community because they all have 
capacities and only their fallibilities are 
unusual. However. bec;iuse there are so 
many community associations, there 
arc always some sets of associational 
relationships that can incorporate their 
fallibilities and use their unique gifts. 

Storits. In universities, people know 
through studies. In businesses and 
bureaucracies. people know by reports. 
In communities, people know by 
stories. These community stories allow 
people to reach bade into thei.r common 
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history and their individual e~perience 
for knowledge Jbout trurh ard direction 
for the future. 

Professionals and institutions often 
threaten the stories of community by 
urging community people c, count up 
things rather th.an communicate. Suc
cessful community associations resist 
efforts to impo~e the foreig!l language 
of studies and report~ because it is a 
tongue that ignores their 0\\11 capacities 
and insights. Whenever ccmmunities 
come to believe that their common 
knowledge is illegitimate, they lose 
their power and professionals and sys
tems rapidly invade their social place . 

Celtbranon. Community groups con
stantly incorporate celebrations, par
oes. and social events in their activities. 
The line between worlc and play is blur
red and the human nature of every-day 
life becomes part of the way of worlc:. 
You will know that you arc in commu
nity if you often hear laughter and sing
ing. You will know you are in an im;titu• 
tion. corporation, or bureaucracy if you 
he3l' the silence of long halls and 
reasoned meetings. Asscciations in 
communicy celebrate because they 
work: by consent and have the luxury 
of allowing joyfulness to join them in 
their endeavo~, 

Tragedy. The surest indication of the 
e:r;perience of community is the e:-cplicit 
common knowledge of trag'!dy, death. 
and suffering. The managed. ordm:d. 
techn~-..iisio~ embodi~ in profes
sional and institutional systems leaves 
no space for tragedy; they are basically 
methods for production. InJeed, they 
are designed to deny the cer.tral dilem
mas of life. Therefore, 01u· managed 
systems gladly give communities the 
rnl dilemmas of the human condition. 
There is no competition here. To be 
in community is to be an .1ctive part 
of associations and self-h<!lp groups. 
To be in community is to I>: a part of 
ritual. lamentation. and celt:bration of 
our fallibility. 

Knowing community is not an 
abstract understanding. R.1ther, it is 
what we each lcnow about all of us, 

As we think about ours.r:lves, our 
community and instirutions many of 
us recognize that we have been de· 
graded because our roles as citizens and 
our communities have been traded in 
for the right co clienthood and consumer 

status. Many of us have come to recog
nize that as we e~iled our fallible neigh
bors to the control of managm, 
therapists. and technicians, we lost 
much of our power to be the viw center 
of society. We forgot about the c:ipac1ty 
of every single one of us to do good 
work and. instead. made some of us 
into the objects of good works-ser
vants of those who serve. 

As we think about our community 
life, we recognize that something has 
happened to many of us as institutions 
have grown ii:i power: we have become 
too impotent to be called real citizens 
and too disconnected to be effective 
members of community. 

There is a mistaken notion that our 
society has a problem in terms of effec
tive human services. Our essential 
problem is weak communities. While 
we have reached the limits of instiru
tionaJ problem solving, we are only at 
the beginning of exploring the possi
bility of a new vision for community. 
It is a vision of regeneration. It is a 
vision of reassociating the exiled. It is 
a vision of ~eing ourselves from serv
ice and advoc:icy. re i~ a Yision cf c-::n
tering our Lives in community. 

We all know that community must 
be the center of our life because it is 
onlv in community that we can be citi
zens. It is only in community that we 
can find care. It is only in community 
that we can hear people singing. And 
if yo4 listen c.rn:fully, you can he:ir the 
words: "I care for you, because you m 
mine. and I am yo~:-. 

This publication 
is available 
in microform. 
University Microfilms 
International 
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Community Organizing/ Leadership Development - Reading and Video List 

Beyond Bureaucracy - Warren Bennie, published by Jossey Bass, 1993 

Bread and Roses - video about low-wage workers 

Chicken Run - funny and unique example of organizing in action 

Fast Forward - video workshop covering identifying issues and developing strategies 

Freedom on My Mind - 90-minute video about the development of the Freedom Democratic 
Party 

Getting It Done: How to Lead When You're Not in Charge- Roger Fisher and Alan Sharp, 
Harper Collins, 1998 

Grassroots and Nonprofit Leadership - published by New Society Published, 1995 

Grassroots Organizations - published by Waveland Press, Prospects Heights, II 1993 

Holding Ground - video about the Dudley Street initiative in Boston, MA 

Leaders - Warren Bennis, published by Harper and Row, 1985 

Leadership Who Make a Difference - Burt Nanus and Stephen Dobbs, Jossey Bass, 1999 

Leadership and the One Minute Manager - Kenneth Blanchard, Patricia Zigarmi, and Orea 
Zigarmi, published by William Morrow, 1985 

Leading Change-James O'Toole, Ballentine Books, 1996 

Leading Without Power - Max De Pree, Jossey Bass, 1997 

Leadership is an Art - Max De Pree, Dell Publishing, 1989 

Leadership Jazz - Max De Pree, Dell Publishing, 1992 

Leadership Skills for the New Age of Nonprofits - published by Heritage Arts Publishing, VMS 
Systems, Downers Grove, 1990 

Making Policy, Making Change- Makani N. Themba, Chardon Press, Berkeley, 1999 

Milagro Beanfield War - video about a battle between a Mexican-American community and a 
large corporation 

On Becoming a Leader - Warren Bennis, Addison Wesley, 1989 

Organizing Genius - Warren Bennis, published by Addison Wesley, 1997 

Promoting Community Change - published by Brooks/ Cole, 1988 

Successful Community Leadership - published by NASW Press, 1997 

The Leadership Challenge - James Kouzes and Barry Posner, Jossey Bass, 1987 



Timeline: A History of Community Development Policy In America - 90-minute video 
published by the Development Training Institute (DTI) 

Reinventing Leadership - Warren Bennie, published by William Morrow, 1995 

Reflections on Community Organization Practice - published FE Peacock in 1999 

Rules of the Game - published by Brooks/ Cole, 1988 

Unearthing Seeds of Fire - Frank Adams, Highlander, 1975 
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UNIVERS11Y OF MARYLAND SOCIAi. WORK COMMUNITY OUTREACH SERVIC: 

AT BALTIMORE 

STANDARDS FOR EVALUATING COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS 

1. A community organization must be legitimate to the community it intends to serve. 

a. Are there real members, as opposed to numbers and names on paper? People who 
attend organization functions and take an active part? 

Comments: ______________________________ _ 

b. Are there real leaders, poople who lead and make decisions, not just names on a 
letterhead to lend prestige? 

Comments: -------------------------------

c. Do people contribute seriously of their time and money to help the organization achieve 
its objectives? 

Comments: _____________________________ _ 

d. Does the structure define who can be in and who can't? 

Comments: ·-------------------------------

e. Is there evidence that new issues and ideas can get in and work their way onto the 
organization's agenda? 

Comments: -------------------------------

f. Is there evidence that new people can work their way into leadership? 

Comments: ---------------------------------

Louis L. Kaplan llall 
52 5 West Redwood Stret.1 
ll3ltimore, Maryland 21201-1777 
·\ltl 70h IKll'l '111N ""' I ·illl 711(, WI/, 1" 
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g. Is the organization representative of the community it claims to represent? 

Comments: _____________________________ _ 

h. Is the organization recognized by other organizations or institutions in the community? 

Comments: _____________________________ _ 

2. A community organization must survive long enough to carry the community agenda to fruition. 
This requires community financial investment as well as time. It also requires avoidance of 
dependency on one or a few financial sources. Such dependency leaves the organization 
vulnerable to a funding cutoff whenever its issues become too controversial. 

a. Is the organization making progress toward self generated funding or funding which is 
renewable over the long term? 

Comments: ____________________________ _ 

i. Is the core operating income raised from constituents? 

Comment: ----------------------------

ii. Is the leadership as involved in fundraising as it is in the issues? 

Comment: ___________________________ _ 

iii. Is the staff as supportive of the leadership in its fundraising efforts as it is in their 
issue efforts? 

Comment: ___________________________ _ 

iv. Are there structures and activities which develop volunteer leadership, beyond the 
board, in fundraising? 

Comment: ___________________________ _ 
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v. Is there growth in income from fees or charges? 

Comment: ___________________________ _ 

vi. Is the membership increasing? 

Comment: ----------------------------

vii. Are the fundraising activities demonstrating increasing competence and skill? 

Comment: ----------------------------

b. Is the financial support for the organization becoming more diverse? 

Comments: -------------------------------

i. Are there more fundraising activities than last year? 

Comment: ----------------------------

ii. Is the total amount of dollars raised greater than last year? 

Comment: ----------------------------

iii. Are there more donors than last year? 

Comr.,ent: ___________________________ _ 

3. One major function of community organizing is to increase peoples capacity to become full 
participants in the society around them. This means that they acquire power, understand it, and 
use it to change those conditions and circur:nstances which negatively affect them. 

a. Are more people participating? 

Comments: _____________________________ _ 
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b. Are they raising questions and proposing new strategies? 

Comments: _____________________________ _ 

c. Are the participants more involved? 

Comments: ------------------------------

d. Are they building relationships within and outside the community? 

Comments: ------------------------------

e. Are the activities generating new activists, and new leadership? 

Comments: ------------------------------

f. Are the participants demonstrating a greater understanding of power in the society, 
decision making, and how to bring about changes as well as an ability to use that new 
understanding? 

Comments: ------------------------------

4. Another major function of community organizing is to increase the use of democratic decision 
making throughout the society. 

a. Does the organization reflect democratic decision making, giving all members a chance 
to have a say, to raise issues and opposing points of view? 

Comments: _____________________________ _ 

b. Is the organization making use of outside information and support without having the 
decisions determined by outside groups? 

Comments: _____________________________ _ 



c. Is the organization effective in democrating the decision making of other 
organizations or institutions? 

5 

Comments: ___________________________ _ 

5. A third major function of community organizing is to identify some of the society's 
fundamental problems and to change the institutions which perpetuate those problems. 

a. Has the organization clearly identified and articulated its issues? 

Comments: ----------------------------

b. Do those issues stem from fundamental problems in the society? 

Comments: ----------------------------

c. Are people committed to working on those issues? 

Comments:---------------------------,--

d. Is the power to resolve those issues being developed? 

Comments: ___________________________ _ 

e. Is the organization sufficiently strong that is likely to endure long enough to see 
through the resolution of the issue? 

Comments: ----------------------------

f. Have the targets of change been identified? 

Comments: ___________________________ _ 

g. Is progress being made on the resolution of those issues? 

Comments: ___________________________ _ 



BAL TIM ORE NEIGHBORHOOD COLLABORATIVE 
TRAINING OUTLINE 

SESSION #2: BUILDING LEADERSHIP 
AND 

BUILDING COMMUNITY 

GOAL: 
To introduce participants to the ideas and of and approaches to 
leadership development and community building. 

OBJECTIVES: 
1. To assist participants to develop a working definition of community 

leadership. 
2. To assist participants to understand the personal characteristics and 

the environmental factors that affect the leadership development 
process. 

3. To assist participants to understand their own leadership style and 
how it connects with others. 

4. To assist participants to understand some of the dynamics between 
leaders and followers. 

5. To assist participants to use what they have learned to work 
effectively with different types of leaders and to understand the 
organizer role in relation to leaders. 

6. To introduce participants to several local examples of community 
building. 

7. To assist participants to develop their own working definition of 
community building. 

8. To assist participants to identify the chief factors supporting 
community building and the chief factors impeding it. 

9. To assist participants to acquire attitudes, knowledge and skills 
which contribute to community building. 



ANTICIPATED OUTCOMES/COMPETENCIES: 

1. Participants will be able to identify their own leadership attributes 
and the leadership attributes of others. 

2. Participants will be able to describe the dynamics between leaders 
and followers in terms that they might use in their communities. 

3. Participants will be able to point to several local examples of 
community building and explain how they came about. 

4. Participants will be able to identify several community building 
activities that they can put into action in their neighborhoods. 

5. Participants will be able to identify several obstacles to community 
building in their neighborhoods and will have several ideas of ways 
to deal with them. 
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CURRICULUM OUTLINE 

9:00 Registration, pick up materials, meet others 

9:30 Welcome and Introductions [Mel and Dick] 
Circle name game 
Ground rules/ Agenda Review /Consensus 

10:00 What is leadership? [Dick] 
Refer to Milagro Beanfield War. 

Who was the leader/were the leaders? 

Who was the organizer/were the organizers? 

What was the task of the leaders? 

Who was the target of the organizing? 

Of the 
organizer( s)? 

Brainstorm all the characteristics you want in the ideal 
community leader. Continue for 3-4 pages of flip chart paper. Put 
them up. 

Ask how many in the room are willing to say they meet all 
the characteristics listed? Danger of idealizing leaders. 

Present THEORIES OF WHERE LEADERS COME FROM [Use OH] 
1. Leaders are people who have power. World Politics 

Bush, Putin 
2. Leaders are people who are the smartest. Plato 

3. Leaders are the people who are the most virtuous or selfless. 
Gandhi, Religions 
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4. Leaders are the people who are craftiest. Machiavelli 

5. Leaders are the people with charisma. Washington, Martin 
Luther King, Mao Tse Tung, Nelson Mandela 

6. Leaders are t~e people who rise to the challenges of the times. 
Revolutionary War Heroes- Washington, Jefferson, Hamilton, 
Madison, John Adams, Abigail Adams; WWII Churchill, FDR 

7. Leaders are the people who help followers get what they want. 
Lyndon B. Johnson 

8. Leaders are people who have the best ideas. John Kennedy, 
Karl Marx 

9. Leaders are the people who help followers agree on a common 
vision/program. Martin Luther King, Nelson Mandela, 
Bishop Desmond Tutu 

10. Leaders are people who demonstrate courage. Native 
Americans 

Begin discussing change of focus from the leader to the focus on 
leadership. 

DEFINITIONS OF LEADERSHIP 

1. Process of getting people to do what leader wants 

2. Process of getting people to do what group agrees on 

3. Having followers/constituents 

4. Developing constituents to achieve their aims/aspirations 



WORKING DEFINITION 

"Any act which helps the group achieve its goals or to build or 
maintain itself." Discuss the various ways people demonstrate acts 
of leadership. 

Discuss different theories related to leadership: 
-leaders born vs leaders made, 

-definitions of leadership, 

-the dynamics between leaders and followers, 

-the relationship of leaders to the different needs and stages of 
development of the organization, 

-the relationship of leadership to the environment, 

Discuss paradigm shifts for leaders. 
-shift from industrial society to information society 
-changes in information/technology - who controls 
information 
-increase in diversity 
-changes in organizational forms- centralization to 
decentralization, hierarchies to networks 
-changes in which organizations are dominant 
-crisis in credibility 
-decline in voting and other forms of democratic participation 
-mistakes seen as failure vs mistakes seen as learning 
opportunities 

Q&A. Discuss examples of leaders that participants have 
worked with. Best and worst. List. 



10:40 break 

10:50 What is my leadership style? [Dick] 
Go through personal profile system. 
Describe/explain- motivation, task/process, risk/caution 
Discuss applicability to work with others. How you will identify 
other styles. 

12:15 lunch 

1:00 Lunch Panel: Examples of Community Building 
Village Learning Place [?] 
Operation Reach Out South West [?] 
Bel Air Edison [Mel] 

1:40 What is community? [Mel] 

2:10 Exercise :Win As Much As You Can [Dick/Mel] 
Discuss- examples of leadership, impediments to community 
building, actions to overcome impediments 

2:50 break 

3:00 Things you can do in your neighborhood to build community. 
[Mel] 

Ask participants to each identify 3 concrete things they can do in 
their neighborhoods to build community. List/discuss/encourage 
Ask them to identify what obstacles they anticipate and what they 
will do to deal with those obstacles. List/discuss/encourage. 

3:45 Wrap up and evaluation [Mel and Dick] 

4:00 Good Luck!!! 
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Community Organizer Training Institute 
''"~ ~

1

<:)J~ qwJo'S6 IS ~i• ••• 
Purpo 
The verall purpose o the Community Organizer Training Institute is to provide skills training and peer
to-pe·~~~u.-t-.,... taff of community-based organizations to strengthen their community outreach, 
community organizing and neighborhood planning work. This program is being developed in two 
phases: wit~ a-p1tst initi.at~· targeted at BNC grantee organiza~ions ~nd.de~eloped by a work group of 
local profess1qha~ o~amz s,a d by staff ~faculty of educational mst1tut1ons that have community 
organizing tra~their aca emic program;. jrhe second phase of the program will be a feasibility 
study to see if a longer-term effort can be Mtained. A local consultant group is conducting this study. 
By implementini a pilot initiative it is expected that this program will move ttle concept of building the 
capacity of community organizers to an on-going training program. In addition to increasing skills, 
another focus of the training is to provide an opportunity for community organizers to learn broadly 
about the field of community development and the role of the community organizer in community 
development while fostering and creating a "community of organizers" who share a common vision, 
values and principles in community organizing. 

Goal _r"'5:

2 The goals of ttte fil t Community Organizer Training Institute are to: 
• Enhance t e capacity of BNC grantees (and potentially other neighborhood development 

organizations) by providing formal skills training and peer networking opportunities; 
• To educate and teach a broad understanding of community development and the role of the 

community organizer in that process; _ 
• To partner with neighborhood organizations and local intermediary organizations to strengthen} 1~ ~14-~ 

the local community development support infrastructure;~ WI\ 1 0 

• To increase understanding among local and national funders about the effectiveness of 
providing formal training and peer networking support to community organizers. 

• To "test" the pilot initiative as a medium to introduce a longer-term training and development 
program for community organizers. 

Anticipated Outcomes ~ ~") 
Short-range outcomes: ( <ti~Cs 

~ { Long-ran e iu omes: To enhance the organizational and programmatic capacity of BNC grantee ) \~1\0fE, 
W y..__£, organiza ·on; st engthen the current training capacity of local intermediaries that provide training and 'Sf.\~\ 1,\EY, 

~: support to " unity organizers; increase the retention rate of community organizers at organizations 
C:0~ ~ and in the profession; to establish an effective professional development tool for community organizers I\ l..PCJ\L 
~~1 and \v-,.)\E'N'flo) \~ 1

1 ~ 

\~_c-:'l'-f:D. ~:i;~~:ry audience for the pilot initiative of the training institute will be staf~funded "T~iw,~G 
('(\~ - organizations. Other community organizers may also be selected to help test the pilot initiative. ~ff\i'.....\ ~ ~ 

Time 
11 sessions have been planned for the pilot program. Each session is expected tq be 7.5 hours in length 
including an hour for lunch and two half-hour breaks. 
# Of Participants 
18 - 20 participants 
Schedule and location: 
Attached 
Electives: 
Developed by participants and workgroup committee 
Instructors: 
Local community development professionals; faculty and staff from academic institutions; seasoned 
community organizing professionals. 



b'l "~~ l:le.iad'ffieN\ ~ bl> 'iol.l lh~ ~~~ fi:i1i\\\1~<,, 
or--~ 'iw rn~ ~~-~-~l~ ~ ~\.\~tJf6\.M}~ 
~¥Cf~~ r :,. }e-" . Organizing 101- Program Overview and Introduction to Community Organizing 

~ Tuesday, November 20, 2001 - 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 2 East Read St. 
J e- Instructors: Members of the workgroup should participate in the first session 

Community organizing is a tool used to help communities increase the quality of life of residents by 
identifying common issues and mobilizing residents around those issues. Change is the most significant 
outcome in any type of organizing philosophy with processes that involve a variety of approaches and 
methods. This class will introduce participants to community organizing; its usefulness as a tool to 
support the revitalization of urban neighborhoods; and its contributions to the social fabric, physical 
development and political environment in communities by providing a historical perspective and a 
foundation for community organizing and the elements that are in place to support it. 

Goal: To provide participants with a historical overview of community organizing within the context 
-..,...JL \..."" ' neighborhood revitalization and community d~elopmen~t. , \-\.,r--J,..... ----\:.I\\ CCY<\ffi.J,\)\,N 
u:,:~ µJl ~,~ \\~~l~\SMS ~ "'\'-"-'I..) ,~ 'J 

.,n -... ~ Objectives: ~r-£ t06C6~S ~t'---7 · 456:,;: ~ Lt,~&; \~ A '&\b~ 

~ O\~ 2. D fine community organi ·ng
1
u ·ng hist · ext · 11 

\.l\~ 1. Pr ide an orientation toeining; re . trainers' go~ d expectations ~ ~\ Df ~~\JCJ~'-'j 

Ol'\ Cjj'{fl) . 3. · s · ~ org i · fro social delive , activism and advoca , and physical i\ Uw \ S~ . 
,., It ..... ~- velopment projects) ---,-----==--- It ) 1 

~~•, 4. · 11T11fiTty organizing as a to , 0F>IJ.... 'I I Ti'\1N\C iT'~ 1:6\\\) ?~~ '{u) 

C. \~ \~ Outcomes: D _ 

~ .. , IJ ~ 1. Participants understand the history and foundation of community organizing \'-J ~\l) 
~, 1 2. Organizing is viewed as a tool with multiple approaches. ~ ~ ,C{'6, 
ff\~ &,~ 

1 
3. Participants have a strategy for effectively integrating various organizing approac ef int 

""' -..rv.. . their community organizing efforts. ~"'"' ~ ~ 
~~,,if:::.~...... '' .__. l 

Q~'\~ ,~ Competency: 

~ Building Community and Building Leadership: The Role of the Community 
"5~<:.£ ~hganizer ---- . cf l\~ Tuesday, December 4, 2001 - 9:30 a.m. - 4:00 • Loca_t~ announced 

Instructors: to be announced (Mel Freeman egan Myers - SSW • 
~\~\~S The National Community Builders Network defines community ilding as "an approach to improving 
r-,..,.,.~ ~ conditions, expanding opportunities and sustaining positive change within communities by developing, 
\.JUI c. enhancing and sustaining the relationships and social networks of those who make up the community." 
ti..,.. n "'" ... {' Community organizers are catalysts for such a process and can help initiate the community building 

l(il,\.~" process by working with a core group of residents who are ready to take the lead. This session will 
\ n, ..... l c·~\.' educate participants on core principles of community building and will help them identify and build off 
~"' \ \J'J'-)...01 the leadership potential of others. 

~~l\"S\, .~~I: To educate participants of their role in building community and their role in the leadership 

9 
i,\.tm\\)'\ •, • 

I\Y'-l\.l \~r--.., development process. \°\,,s ~\-\~ 
Q~ .=.\~$U'-6bject· · \~ \~ -
~~ li 1~1:~fine community buildins and examine community building success stories in Baltimore. 1~ 
,..I 2 J6j ave participants share their experience with building community and the pro's and con's of 
y<Js ~ e process. 

r A '""' i:-l 1 ~ 3. Examine principles of community building p _ ose methods for their applicability. 
~Y'£1 "'~l 4. Develop a process for community buildin starting , 'th leadership development. 
~ 5. Di~fe~entiate between the ro~e of the or A~ the role of the leader in community 

~C\\\lt:.. ~ bu1ldmg. ( ~ \~~\Jj ~ J 
''..n'Z,f I 8:\\rJ\i•~~ 

~ 1 \t\)~&J\ CiN~~)JS 

!\\½!CJ~~, ~, ,~,~~IJ~~ l c....:iL~~J~ 
\j\ 'a\~,~ d-:::. W ¼.~' 3 \'-W Q) ~ '\_~\Ji \V j" 

( -
~ 1-\~ ~ \1\61\~~ \\Nl~G°\ ~ <S~\\ 

' I f'\\\~~ F\\r . 
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'2 
utcomes: ~ 0 

2. Strengthe®al fabric in neighborhoods that continuously contributes to community 
buildinj efforts. 

1. Participan ommunity-building principles into their everyday work. 

3. lde!)ttfied, forma0nformal leaders, sustained civic leadership structure in their neighborhood 
,~"j 

Competency: 

3. Role of Community Organizing in the CDC Context 
Tuesday, December 11, 2001 - 9:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. Location to be 
Instructor. Michael Mazepink - Peoples Homesteading Group 
Community De ment Corporations are nonprofit organizations containe o a specific geographic 
area, that crea I"d velopment opportunities for communities that have experienced disinvestments in 
residential areas. . Are there ways in which CDC's can develop a holistic approach 
to disinvestments that include community organizing as a strategy? This session will introduce the role 
of CDC's in communities and offer suggestions for CDC models that include community participation 
and community organizing as a core strategy in community development. 

Goal: To comprehensively review the role of CDC's and the link to community organizing as a 
neighborhood revitalization tool. 

Objective: 
1. Explore the multiple paradigms of community development and the synthesis of two paradigms: 

community organizing and physical development. 
2. Increase participant's understanding of how community organizing fits within the whole 

community development corporation structure. 
3. Understand and identify opportunities for expanded role of organizing and enhanced 

community involvement with participant's own organization. 

Outcome 
1. Knowledge and historical context of community development. 
2. Established strategy and role for community organizer within the community development 

corporation. 

Competency: 

.,·t-;Q 
i ... ·'~-_/ 4. hat Is Power and How Do We Use It OR Building Power and Working in Power 
/. lationships 

D~To be announced. Location__;_ T9 ~e announ_ced _____ - ------------
/lnstructors:-t>fclftook - University of Maryland School of Social Work; Jean Hyche-Jackson- Coppin 

',....___State_Coilege Social Work Department - - -- -- ___ __ --- -
Types of power vary and take different forms in c~m 'ty development. There are power dynamics 
that occur internally at the neighborhood level an ~ e ternal ,i-1-l:Uuences that impact neighborhood 
change and transformation~articularly in low-inco e c munimi~es)md external influences that 
perpetuate the "powerlessn~f these communities. This ses · _ Will explore power dynamics in 
community development an i i community building, organizi gja the role an organizer can have 
in fostering self-help approa o give communities and people nse of their own power. 



Goal: 
To define and understand power and it's affect in community development and community building. 

Objectives: 
1. To increase participants understanding of power, including the various ways to define power. 
2. To study power as a concept and it's form in community development and community building. 
3. Analyze different types of personal power and how people get it. 
4. Expand participants' abilities to assess power dynamics in a community and to develop 

strategies for empowering residents to have a greater voice in decisions that affect them. 

Outcomes: 

Competency: 

tuS\'5 ·~ ·~LE, \ ~ ·b,'-l~IFKA \W f'r\A~ ~ lo ~'s 
~\h~\ '1 Cf\j£a ~,~ Ti~ \\ ~\~ 

) 

/' C ~ J 5\$fil\'j(ts ~ ~~. \ ~~ 
). ~ \~S\~~ ~,\~cl~ ~ 

5 .. ./Addressing Issues of Diversity in Urban Communities 1 ,, ,... 1, 

'--Date: To be announced. Location: To be announced ~\\.I~\\'! S ti-\9 5\1:£ . 
Instructors: To be announced (Fusion; Core Concepts - associates; Avis Ransom) 

- • ., · Addressing issues of diversity in neighborhoods where covert or overt tensions related to difference 
~ V\..-</ ~. <_. :- exist is a necessary measure to truly build a community that acknowledges, supports, and encourages 

participation of all community members. Is there a role for the organizer in dismantling norms and 
attitudes that impact the appreciation of difference? What is the process and what is the risk? This 
session will work with participants to reflect and self assess their own diversity lens and their role as 
organizers in breaking down marginal practices related to race, age, gender, and class difference. (oA\<::,\\)\)$ i 

Goal: \\~CT,~ 
Understanding the gap and challenges in building a community thaMetebrates and acknowledges ~~ \ 
diversity as an asset and tool in community building. \(SJ · \ ) 

Objectives: 
1. Explore the meaning of diversity and come to a common understanding of its meaning. Create a 
common usage of the word with participants. 
2. Self-assessment of the participants diversity len~areness of issues and 'isms' neighbors 
and their perspective on overcoming challenges rel ~to difference 
3. Discuss approaches to breaking down divisive fact and neighborhoods that hinder full 
participation. 
4. Inventory and assess diversity related issues in neighborhoods; the impact of those issues and 
tensions that perpetuate those issues 

Outcomes: 
1. Raised consciousness of participants on issues related to diversity and the impact in 

communities 

Competency: 

6. The Organizing Process - Part 1: Engaging Residents 
Date: To be announced. Location: To be announced 



I 

I 
Instructor: Mel Freeman - Belair-Edison Neighborhoods Inc.; Barry Kamentz • CHAI; Betty Robinson 
- Citizens Planning and Housing Association 
Engaging residents in community building initiatives starts with the recognition from community 
members that there is an issue that needs to be addressed that affects the whole community. How 
does an organizer learn about the issues of residents? What strategies are employed to get feedback 
from residents? What methods would an organizer use to motivate members of the community to 
participate and be involved in activities? Learn from three seasoned organizers the practical, 
meaningful, creative, and necessary ways to engage residents in community planning efforts. 

Goal: 
Engaging community resid~ts to participate in community initiatives and have a core role in the 
community change process. 

Objectives: 
1. Understanding and using resident's self-interest as a method to pull them into processes. 
2. Working with residents to develop a vision as a strategy for change and as a tool to recruit 

others. 
3. Identifying skills needed to build relationships with residents 
4. Have a process for developing leadership in a community 
5. Leaming tips on how to have effective meetings 

Outcomes: 
1. Energetic and motivated community participation in community planning processes 
2. Well informed community members and residents 
3. Community planning processes that are influenced by wide community participation and 

involvement of residents 

Competency: 

7. The Organizing Process - Part 2: Identifying Issues 
Date: To be announced. Location: To be announced 'l. 

Instructor: To be announce<1 ~ 
Identifying and prioritizing is.sues is a common conflict hat any communities. This conflict can 
include lack of consensus, tJ-:e emphasis on broader prob ems, and the strat~ i~s used to address 
those issues. This session will help organizers find the most effective means~ommunity 
members identify and address neighborhood issues. ~ ~ 2 

• 
Goal: 
To identify community issues using a consensus building approach with residents. 

Objectives: 
1. To distinguish between needs, problems, and issues 
2. Recognize the 3 main criteria of issue identification 
3. Identify te·ers to full participation of residents in meetings. 
4. Understan iRf t nsion between meeting immediate needs and organizing for sustainable 

community ge. . 

Outcomes: 
1 . Clear and identifiable community issues 
2. A strategy to achieve or win community issues 

Competency: 



/' 
8.,1 The Organizing Process - Part 3: Developing A Strategy and Resolving the Issue 

~~unced~ Locatian:__Jo~oanced- - - ----- --------------
Instructor: Dick Cook - University of Maryland School of Social Work; Betty Robinson - Citizens 

-~~d Housing--Associati_o11 , --- - - _________ __-/ 
Every issue requires a well-planned, strategic response to brinwut resolution. Strategies are 
components of a larger goal and act as 'steps' in a neighborho an to create change or resolve 
issues. This session will help organizers focus on their role in d oping the strategies to address 
community issues and the necessary support that they should provide to residents in the planning 
process. 

Goal: 
To give community organizers information and approaches to designing a strategy to address 
:ommunity issues. 

Objectives: 

1. To create an action plan to address community issues. 
2. Explore criteria for selecting strategies and tactics 
3. Understanding of the role of the organizer in preparing and supporting residents 

Outcomes: 
1. To have an established community change plan and process 

Competency: 

9. E-Advocacy and E-Democracy: Technology and a Community Organizing and 
Community Change Tool 
Date: To be announced. Location: To be announced 
Instructor: Mel Freeman - Belair Edison Neighborhoods Incorporated; (Odette Ramos - Baltimore 
Neighborhoods Indicators Alliance (?) 

Goal: 

Objectives: 

Outcomes: 

Competency: 

r. 
10., Resource Development for Community Organizing 

, ~e: To be announced. Location: To be announced _________ _ 
\5 Instructors: Dick-cook - University of MarylanaSchool of Social Work; Regina Alston - Citizens ---, 

~,c-~ P.J~nning and Housing As.sociatiorL - · - ------------- ---
. ~ <Y ,, r Resourcecfevelopment in grassroots community organizing has various strategies that extend beyond 

.,;; \ 0e - ~-,.i proposal and grant writing. While all methods are useful, there are some strategies that are more 
,•.L ( l..,...,- practical and less restrictive when it comes to volunteer based organizations that are developing fund-

-..., t> ~ '"" I- raising plans. This session will give an overview of resource development for community organizations, 
. ·. : _ 

1 types of resources and methods for collecting resources that may be useful, and provide strategies for 
.\b t, sustaining projects and programs over the long terms . 

• .,;,'-t::-' w" J\. _;_ ,_,7· 
~ ,'--;:__' ~ 

'112/-.,,,.~,c 
\ ~ C,,\ 
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Goal: 
To provide information, resources and strategies for grassroots fundraising. 

Objectives: 

Outcomes: 

Competency: 

11 . Managing Organizi~/ /'1 ~ v, O') , ._,, Ot.~ '-!-;1 e 
Date: To be announced. L tion: To be announced 
Instructor: Kevin Jordan - Bon Secour of MD Foundation; Pamela King - Open Society Institute
Baltimore 
Organizations that have a community organizing function fused in its mission and work often neglect to 
develop strategies and outcomes for their organizing efforts causing some tension in how it is 
performed and evaluated. Defining an organizing strategy is critical for a board of directors, 
executive director and organizing staff in order to effectively manage it. What is the vision for 
community organizing in the organization and what is the best way a board can support the work of the 
community organizer. This session will highlight effective models of organizing programs in 
organizations and help board members, directors and organizer learn all they need to know about 
managing and supervising community organizing programs. 

Goal: 
To learn best practices and models of organizing programs in an organizations mission 

Objectives: 

Outcomes: 
1. Enhanced inter-organizational relationship impacted by strong community organizing strategy 
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5. Schedule for Fall 2001/ Spring 2001 

J...,._ Organizing 101 
(2/ Building Community and Leadership 

Role of CO in the CDC Context 
What is Power ... 
Addressing Issues of Diversity 

6. The Organizing Process - part 1 
1', The Organizing Process - part 2 
~ The Organizing Process - part 3 

9. E-Advocacy / Technology ... 
@ Resource Development for CO 
11. Managing Organizing 
12. Evaluation (participants and presenters) 
13. Work group evaluation 

All sessions are 9:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 

November 20, 2001 
December 4, 2001 
December 11, 2001 
January _, 2002 
January_, 2002 
February _, 2002 
February _, 2002 
March _, 2002 
March _, 2002 
April _, 2002 
April _, 2002 
May_, 2002 
May_, 2002 



BALTIMORE NEIGHBORHOOD COLLABORATIVE C. 0. TRAINING OUTLINE 
SESSION #4: BUILDING POWER AND WORKING IN POWER RELATIONSHIPS 

GOAL: 
To introduce participants to the idea of power and its use as a tool to accomplish the aims of 
community organizations. 

OBJECTIVES: 
1. To assist participants to understand the nature of power. 
2. To assist participants to identify the different sources and forms of power. 
3. To assist participants to become comfortable with the dynamics of power. 
4. To assist participants to work effectively with those who have power. 
5. To assist participants to work effectively with those who have little power. 
6. To introduce participants to power structure research. 
7. To assist participants to figure out the power structure and dynamics in their own 
neighborhoods. 
8. To assist participants to gain skills in building the power of their organizations 

ANTICIPATED OUTCOMES/COMPETENCIES: 
1. Participants will be able to identify some of the characteristics of those who have power and 
those who do not. 

2. Participants will be able to identify several sources of power. 
3. Participants will be able to describe ways to work effectively with those who have power and 
those who do not. 

4. Participants will be able to describe the power structure and dynamics in their neighborhood. 
5. Participants will be able to develop strategies to build the power of their organizations. 

CURRICULUM OUTLINE 
9:00 Arrival. Look over the materials. Refreshments. 
9:30 Ice Breaker: "I have power because ..... " 
9:50 What is power and where does it come from? 

Discussion of the nature of power and the sources of power 
10:50break 
11 :00 Power structures and power structure analysis 

Descriptions of different power structures, and of techniques of power structure research 
Case studies of different community power structures 

12:00 lunch 
12:20 Arrange chairs in 3 equal circles. Arrange chips in 3 equal bags. Set up posters. 
12:45 Starpower 
2:45 Discussion 

The characteristics of power 
The role an organizer needs to play in order to bring about change 
What concrete things I can do to build power in the neighborhood organization 

3:45 Wrap up and evaluation 
4:00 Good Power Building!! 
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